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SECTION 1: CONGREGATIONAL HISTORY AND FACTS
New Life Presbyterian Church (NLPC) was founded in 2011, the merger of two congregations; the
Presbyterian Church of Utica and Peace Presbyterian Church of Clinton Township. The congregation
meets in the building of the former Presbyterian Church of Utica, located in the northwest corner of
Sterling Heights. The previous Peace Presbyterian Church facility is leased to a congregation of
another denomination while the congregation of NLPC contemplates options for the future. The NLPC
building was constructed in three phases, a sanctuary in 1960 (first service in February of 1961), an
extension with classrooms in 1967, and a further expansion including the fellowship hall in 1979.
Peace Presbyterian Church traced its lineage to a mission start in 1956 as the Kingswood Presbyterian
Church. Kingswood, and another congregation formed in 1962, Hope Presbyterian, merged in 1964
as Hope-Kingswood, and became Peace Presbyterian Church in 1967. Concurrent with the merger,
Peace began worship and dedicated their new facility on Fifteen Mile Road in Clinton Township.
The Presbyterian Church of Utica also shared 1956 as their founding year, sponsored by a group
from Centerline Presbyterian Church, with the intention of forming a mission church. The same
year, the Presbytery of Detroit purchased the current property located on Nineteen Mile Road.
The church was chartered in 1958. Meetings began in a home, then moved to one elementary
school (Wiley) and then another (Dresden) prior to occupancy of the current sanctuary in
February of 1961. The Congregation made subsequent additions as membership grew along with
the community of Sterling Heights.
PASTORS
Sterling Heights, Utica
Rev. William Taylor 1958-1959
Rev. Robert Kyser 1959-1974
Rev. J Kenneth Brand (Interim) 1974-1975
Rev. Dale Hunter 1975-1984
Rev. C Edwin Houk (Interim) 1984-1985
Rev. Michael Fonfara 1985-2004
Rev. Neeta Nichols (Interim) 2004-2007
Rev. Doyll Andrews 2008-2011
Fraser (Clinton Twp.), Peace
Started as two expansion missions in the early 1950’s.
Kingswood
and
Rev Chenoweth Watson 1956-1959
Rev Charles Robinson 1960-1964

Hope
Rev Donald Muench 1961-1964

Then the Board of National Missions recommended the two merge in 1964
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Name changed to Hope-Kingswood
Rev. Dr. Muilenburg (Interim) 1964-1965
Rev James Kessler 1965 --then the name was changed to Peace
Peace
Rev James Kessler 1965-1999
Rev Neeta Nichols (Interim) 1999-2002
Rev Jessica Nylund 2002-2004
Rev Jennifer Saad (Stated Supply) 2007-2008
Rev Bill Davis (Moderator) 2009-2010
Rev Doug Carter (Moderator) 2011
Peace & Utica became New Life in 2011
Rev Doyll Andrews 2011-2013
Rev Bill Davis (Moderator) 2013
Rev Jill Mills (Stated Supply) 2014-2016
Rev Mary Bahr-Jones (Interim) 2017 to Present
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MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS

MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS BY YEAR
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The chart above shows the number of members of Utica from 2003-2010 and in our merged congregation,
NLPC, for the years 2011 through 2017. (Figures for Peace for the years 2003-2011 are currently unavailable.) In
2015, thirty-two (32) inactive members were removed from the rolls at their request after being contacted with
a letter that invited them to return to active membership. In 2017, an additional sixty-two (62) long-standing
inactive members were removed in a cleaning of the rolls by request or after numerous attempts failed to
receive a response. This large number was due to combination of issues. One of the largest being the laborious
work involved. The second issue was the merged congregation’s reticence to remove members who could
possibly have a change of heart about the merger. This left us with a membership number of 138, with possibly
a handful yet to be removed. It is important to note that a membership number of 138 is only twelve percent
(12%) smaller than the PC (USA) average of 157 members. In general, smaller-membership congregations (less
than 250 members) were more likely to experience net losses in the last ten years.
This number was at first a very sobering fact to many in our congregation. There is now a growing appreciation
for the insight this reality brings. Most important, it helps us realize the true dynamics at play when we consider
church size. With an average worship attendance in the seventies, we are beginning to function more like a
family-sized church, with some of the expectations of a pastor-centered church remaining. We tend to
resemble a few extended families and thus emphasize fellowship, relationships, intimacy, belonging and
member involvement. It is important to note that many members are very active and involved in multiple
ministries. At NLPC, people matter more than performance, so high value is placed on getting connected and
volunteering, rather than on experience or professional skills. Here, the interpersonal skills of the pastor are
highly valued. Members value lay-leadership participation and have expectations that their input and ideas will
be implemented. Yet on the other hand, we sometimes resort back to the dynamics of the pastor-centered
approach and we tend to hand over more responsibility when we have been unsuccessful or are faced with
difficult challenges.
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Member Age Distribution
January 2017
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The chart above details membership numbers broken down by age and gender in 2017. The gender
breakdown reveals typical patterns for the PC (USA).

Age Comparison by Percentage
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The chart above details membership numbers broken down by age and compared to PC (USA)
averages. Compared to the PC (USA) averages, we have forty-five percent (45%) less members in the
26-45 yrs. age bracket, fifty-two percent (52%) less members in the 46-55 yrs. age bracket, with
twenty-eight (28%) more members over 65. The numbers reveal what we have witnessed to be true:
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we are a graying congregation beginning to struggle with enough resources to sustain us financially and
support all our current ministries.
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The chart above shows a comparison of gains and losses of members for NLPC from its start in 2011
to the year 2017, to the PC (USA) numbers. To paint a more realistic picture, though not perfectly
accurate, membership losses from removal of inactive members from the rolls for the years 2015
and 2017 have not been included.
NLPC recently welcomed five (5) new members. While less than the 2017 average of ten (10) for all
PC (USA) congregations, it is still encouraging. Our congregation is beginning to see more visitors
and an increase of repeat visits. The reported total losses through certificate or death were only five
(5), less than the 2017 PC (USA) average of nine (9).
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Membership Attendence and
Christian Education Trends
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The chart above shows the number of members, worship attendance, and Christian education
enrollment for 2003-2017. The reported average worship attendance in 2017 was seventy-four (74).
Adjusting for size, that was only three percent (3%) less than the PC (USA) average. The reported
enrollment in Christian education was fifty-eight (58) members. That number was only sixteen
percent (16%) less than the PC (USA) average, adjusted for size. We believe the numbers reveal
while being a small, graying congregation; we remain involved and connected in the activities of the
church.
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An additional area of inquiry is to measure how people participate in the life of their congregation. This
begins to illuminate what kind of church we have – and our priorities as a congregation. We have
divided and measured the types of engagement members have in the congregation into five
categories.
Worship/Music Service: These are activities that require participation in worship service other than
attending. These include praise band, choir, tone chimes, liturgist, ushers, greeters, etc. A church with
a strong music ministry will appeal to most mosaics. NLPC offers both traditional style hymns and
contemporary Christian music to appeal to a broader audience.
Spiritual Development: These are activities whose purpose is direct spiritual or discipleship growth.
These include our Thursday morning prayer group, Monday Bible Studies, children’s Sunday school
classes, etc.
Relational Development: These are activities where the purpose is deepening relationships. This
includes such groups as our Presbyterian Women, Dorcas and Rachel’s Circles, and Honey-Doers. Other
events include our Christmas and Harvest parties.
Direct Mission Service: These are congregationally organized expressions of service to the wider
community. At NLPC, this includes such activities as serving at the Salvation Army Soup Kitchen, making
meals for MCREST (Macomb County Rotating Emergency Shelter Team), food baskets, blood drives,
etc.
Decision Making: These are committee meetings as well as administrative groups that plan ministry
activities. These include Session, Deacons, Faithful Listeners visioning group, and our various
committees.
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This is a measurement of the various kinds of activities and the number of hours spent on the activities
as a congregation. The measurements were determined by averaging out the percent of the total
number of hours spent on each segment. Attendance at regular weekly worship services is not
included in the measurements.
Balance is needed to form well-rounded disciples, who grow spiritually, grow in relationship with one
another, and serve the community in meaningful and needed ways. Vital churches have also
discovered that younger generations- as well as many people new to a congregation- and older or long
tenured members have different values in terms of what they find engaging in congregation life. If a
church wants to have a bright future, it needs to be strong in the areas that younger and/or lowertenured congregants resonate with – namely direct mission service and spiritual development.
The chart above demonstrates that the congregation has some imbalances. The most noticeable
difference is that we are too heavy on DECSION MAKING ACTIVITIES. It has been observed that
members of the congregation are more likely to experience significant burnout when higher than
normal efforts are spent on decision-making. It has been noted that high levels in any area do not
necessarily indicate that any activity should be eliminated. Increases in other areas can bring this level
more into balance. Even small changes in any area can change this balance. We are also somewhat
weak on our SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES. Weaknesses in spiritual activities are often a result of other
activities that have gotten out of balance. We believe that the phases of change and discernment
which we have gone through have led to the increase of our decision-making activities. It should be
noted that, as a congregation, we have had above average participation to meet the challenges.
We make large efforts to support one another and enjoy time together. We support one another’s
calls of mission and engage in service with one another. We need to however, make sure we are
engaging in and offering the activities that make church life different from any other group in the
community. A lack of spiritual activities will lead to a congregation that does not grow spiritually from
year to year and so depends on routine more and more. We tend to react and drift into what becomes
more comfortable. When looking for growth opportunities, we listened to the above information and
have begun to plan ways we can increase our spiritual activities while playing off the strength we have
on building relationships with each other. These ideas will be discussed later in the document.
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TENURE

Healthy congregations usually demonstrate a 50-50 split between participants who have been in the
church five years or fewer, and those who have been there more than five years. A congregation with
too many “old timers” is not likely to be very receptive to new ideas or creativity. The majority of
participants at NLPC have been connected with the congregation (or its predecessor congregations) for
more than five years. The relationship remains close to the same when comparing those with 10 years
or longer. The data reveals what we already know; NLPC is not gaining significant numbers of new
members. While our congregation can be resistant to change at times, we are becoming more selfaware. Faced with the reality of our membership numbers and decreasing financial contributions, we
are becoming open to new ideas. Here we would like to reiterate the promise we see in welcoming
five new members in 2017; as well as the hope we feel with the number of new and repeat visitors we
have begun to experience.
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PROXIMITY

Finally, we explored the relationship of members with the location of our church building. The map
above shows the location of each address of members shown in relation to the church. A congregation
that has a good relationship with its immediate community will normally display at least half of its
households within a three-mile radius of the church, shown with a red circle. NLPC’s context is unique,
though, given the blending two congregations. While members of the congregation are still spread
across a broad area, including the area close to the former Peace Presbyterian Church in Clinton Twp.,
roughly sixty-seven (67%) of members reside within this three-mile radius.
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USE OF THE FACILITIES

Our church building is not only a valuable resource us as a congregation and to our individual
members, it is a much-needed resource to those in our community. We believe a good indicator of
our congregation’s willingness to engage in our community is by looking at how the church uses this
resource. Based on total building use, the chart above demonstrates the percentage of total usage by
outside groups. These groups are open to the community and often led by people other than
members. Among these groups are Alcoholics Anonymous, Al-anon, various other support groups, Boy
Scouts, La Leche League, parenting groups and others. Opening our facility to other groups not only
displays a commitment to the community but shows our desire to be good stewards of our resource.

FINANCIAL CONDITION
The financial condition of New Life Presbyterian Church is consistent with the expected position of a
congregation with aging membership. We hold substantial assets and have extremely low debt. At the
same time, declining membership, much of which is due to the death or relocation of many older and
affluent members has resulted in declining giving. This decline will represent a future challenge as the
Congregation strives to answer God’s call for us in our beloved community. At December 31, 2017, the
total debt of the Congregation was under $51,000. This debt consists of two mortgages on the
Nineteen Mile Road Campus currently utilized for the worship and life of the Congregation. Both
mortgages will be completely discharged by the close of the 2023 calendar year. The Nineteen Mile
Road property is a roughly 10-acre parcel in a residential neighborhood of northern Sterling Heights.
This parcel has not been formally appraised but given current land values in the area would easily
garner a purchase price of several hundred thousand dollars or more. The Nineteen Mile Road
location is one of two locations owned by the Congregation. The second location, about six miles
southeast of the Nineteen Mile location on Fifteen Mile Road is the “East Campus”. This location is no
longer used by New Life and is leased to a congregation of another denomination. This campus is
situated on a main road in close proximity to schools, industrial facilities and a large adult residence
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immediately adjacent to the Church. We are in the process of obtaining an independent appraisal of
the value of this location. Our estimated value for this smaller parcel prior to securing any appraisal is
lower than that of our primary location, but also likely worth several hundred thousand dollars.
Together, the valuations of the land of the Congregation alone are likely in excess of $1 million, even
before any consideration of the value of the attendant structures and personal property.
Shorter term measures of liquidity (available cash) for the Congregation between the close of 2013 and
the close of 2017 also reveal an overall positive trend. The total available cash during this period
increased by over $25,000 from just over $23,000 in 2013 to over $48,000 at the close of 2017.
However, cash flow was negative in two of these years and the overall increase in cash flow was driven
by one large final bequest from a now deceased member. A summary of the ending cash balances of
the Congregation for the period referenced is set forth below:
New Life Presbyterian Church: Summary of Cash Balances at Year End
Calendar Year
Year End Cash Balance
Net Change

2013

2014

$ 23,179.97

$ 29,271.73
6,091.76

2015

2016

$ 27,555.34 $ 59,479.23
(1,716.39)
31,923.89

2017

Total

$ 48,358.66
(11,120.57)

25,178.69

The increased cash balances over the period noted above have been accompanied by a reduction in
the balance of the outstanding mortgage liabilities of nearly $40,000. Hence, the net worth of the
Congregation (assets minus liabilities) has increased by over $64,000 between the close of 2013 and
the close of 2017.
The positive balance sheet trend above is tempered by the reality that the total revenue of the
Congregation is declining with our decline in members. Proposed budgeted income for 2018 of just
under $190,000 represents a challenge to the Congregation to increase total revenue above the
$181,000 generated during the 2017 Calendar Year. But 2017 actual revenue and the 2018 target are
significantly lower than revenue totals that consistently exceeded $230,000 annually in the 2012 to
2014 period. The Congregation faces a significant challenge to stabilize and increase revenue with an
aging Congregation and slow membership growth.
The chart below displays actual income for the years 2016 and 2017, along with 2018 budgeted
income.
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The Session stressed the ten percent (10%) deterioration in income from 2016 to 2017 to the
Congregation during an informational meeting early in 2018. Many members expressed a desire to
ensure the we meet our 2018 revenue target. However, even if we are successful, we are nevertheless
in a situation where our 2018 revenue will represent more than a seventeen percent (17%) decline
from the 2012 to 2104 period, where as noted above revenue totals were consistently between
$230,000 and $235,000.
Despite revenue reductions, the Congregation has remained current with payment obligations and as
noted in the discussion above has generated considerable net worth through a reduction in the
principal balance due on outstanding mortgage obligations. A summary of the expenses of the
congregation also demonstrate a continuing commitment to mission programs important to
congregational members. A history of the annual expenses of the congregation is set forth below:
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Despite reductions in overall revenue, the congregation has maintained strong support for mission
expenses that the session and congregation feel are important elements of our call to the community.
Many congregants express strong affinity with the New Life being a “church that feeds people”. The
largest element of our mission spending, which has remained within $13 and $19 thousand dollars per
year, is aimed at feeding the hungry and homeless within Macomb County. This demonstration of
God’s love is expressed through a food basket distribution program conducted three times per year,
with the preparation of bi-monthly meals to at the Salvation Army soup kitchen in the neighboring
community of Mt. Clemens, and through the preparation of meals for a homeless shelter that rotates
among churches within the county. The cessation of mortgage payments beginning in 2021 and
accelerating in 2023 will release six (6) thousand dollars per year in 2021 and another six (6) thousand
dollars per year in 2023. The congregation will be completely debt free in 2023 unless the Session
makes a determination to encumber the assets of the ecclesiastical corporation in order to most
effectively answer God’s call.
There are many members within the Church leadership that review the financial status of the
congregation as set forth above and conclude the congregation is incredibly asset rich. In addition, we
are not flush with cash, but have managed to maintain relatively stable cash balances. As this stability
declines and the membership ages, the leaders of the congregation and the candidate chosen to
spiritually direct us will be called to determine the most productive use of the treasures with which
God has entrusted us.
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SECTION 2: COMMUNITY
Sterling Heights, Michigan, in Macomb County, is a suburb of Detroit which was incorporated in 1968.
The city’s history is strongly connected with industrial manufacturing, and especially the automobile
industry. The city remains dominated by its manufacturing roots. These roots have recently attracted
significant investments and new employment in the defense industry. Sixty percent (60%) of Sterling
Heights residents are employed in white collar positions, while forty percent (40%) hold blue-collar
positions.
The current estimated population of Sterling Heights, based on U.S. Census data reports, is 132,631
people, with an estimated 51,757 households. Thirty one percent (31%) of these households
contained children under the age of 18 yrs. The median age of a Sterling Heights resident was 40.4 yrs.
Twenty-one percent (21%) of residents were under the age of 18 yrs.; nine percent (9%) were between
the ages of 18-24 yrs.; twenty-six percent (26%) were from 25-44 yrs.; twenty-nine percent (29%) were
from 45-64 yrs.; and fifteen percent (15%) were 65 yrs. of age or older. The gender makeup of the city
was forty-nine percent (49%) male and fifty-one percent (51%) female.
The racial makeup of the city was eighty-five percent (85%) White, seven percent (7%) Asian, five
percent (5%) African American, two percent (2%) Hispanic/Latino, 0.2% Native American, 0.5% from
other races and two percent (2%) from two or more races. Notable ancestries include almost fourteen
percent (14%) Assyrian, eleven percent (11%) Polish, seven percent (7%) German, six percent (6%)
Albanian, and four percent (4%) Iraqi. Almost 34,000 people, or about twenty-five percent (25%), are
foreign born.
The median income for a household in the city was $60,494, and the median income for a family was
$70,140. Males had a median income of $51,207 versus $31,489 for females. The per capita income for
the city was $24,958. Four percent (4%) of families and five percent (5%) of the population were below
the poverty line, including almost seven percent (7%) of those under age 18 yrs. and almost eight
percent (8%) of those age 65 yrs. or over. Education levels for the population of age 25 yrs. or over
were as follows: eighty-nine percent (89%) with high school or higher, twenty-five percent (25%) with a
Bachelor’s Degree or higher, and ten percent (10%) with Graduate or professional degree.
For a more in-depth review of the area demographics and statistics, see Appendix C.
The area immediately around New Life Presbyterian Church (NLPC) is largely residential, featuring two
elementary schools and one high school, and bordered by four well- traveled roads: Van Dyke to the
West (retail/business), M-59 to the North (Retail), Schoenherr to the East (Retail), and Eighteen Mile to
the South (Business/Residential). Housing estimates in the area (using Zillow) range from the low
$100,000’s to the mid $200,000’s; with some higher income areas as well. There are a few places with
new construction, and some opportunities for lower-income housing as well.
The population numbers are stable in the immediate community. The community is aging as well, with
an average age of 36 yrs. in the year 2000, and a projected average of 42 yrs. in 2025. However,
members who reside in the immediate neighborhoods are beginning to experience small numbers of
younger families with young children moving in.
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It is also possible to identify key subcultures in a community. It is important to understand people
groups or subcultures because it is widely confirmed that the Christian faith travels easiest along
existing relational ties, among people who share a similar subculture. Therefore, our congregation
needs to understand the particularities of the people groups participating in and surrounding our
church.
“Mosaic” profiles are lifestyle groupings of people, by household, who share similar behaviors, social
characteristics, attitudes and values. Designed by Experian (a very large credit rating service and datacollection company), there are 71 distinct Mosaic groups (or segments of the population) in the U.S.
These groupings are based on multiple socio- economic and life-stage factors.
The chart below shows the Mosaic groups found in Sterling Heights, their percentages and a brief
description. (Groups may be used more than once.) See Appendix A for in-depth descriptions.

#
K40

Mosaic Segment
Significant SinglesBohemian Groove

MOSAIC GROUPS in STERLING HEIGHTS
Local %
Description
Groups with SINGLES
10.23
Older middle-aged singles and some couples
earning mid-scale incomes supporting active city
styles of living
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O51
O52
O54
P56

B08

I31

C14

E20

L42

C11

C14

E20

J34
Q62
Q65

Q64

Singles and StartersDigital Dependents
Singles & StartersUrban Ambition
Singles and StartersStriving Singles Scene
Cultural ConnectionsMid-scale Medley

4.83

Mix of Generation Y and X singles who live digitaldriven, urban lifestyles
2.46
Mainly Generation Y singles and starter families
established in mid-market cities
2.11
Young, singles starting out, some starter families,
living in diverse parts of the community
2.28
Middle-aged, mid-scale income singles and
divorced individuals- usually diverse
Groups with FAMILIES
Flourishing Families5.53
Affluent, middle-aged couples with large families
Babies and Bliss
earning prosperous incomes and living
comfortable, active lifestyles
Family Union4.06
Mid-scale, middle-aged , multi-aged families living
Blue Collar Comfort
in homes supported by solid blue-collar
occupations
Booming w/
6.26
Prosperous, established boomer-aged couples in
Confidencetheir peak earning years and their teenage/young
Boomers & Boomerangs
adult children sharing suburban homes
Thriving Boomers4.57
Upper middle-class boomer-aged couples in multiNo Place Like Home
generational households in suburbs and exurban
areas
Groups with BOOMERS
Blue Sky Boomers6.65
Mid-scale baby boomer singles and couples
Rooted Flower Power
rooted in established suburban communities and
approaching retirement
Booming w/
5.72
Prosperous, established boomer-aged couples in
Confidencetheir peak earning years living in suburban homes
Aging Aquarius
Booming w/
6.26
Prosperous, established boomer-aged couples in
Confidencetheir peak earning years and their teenage/young
Boomers & Boomerangs
adult children sharing suburban homes
Thriving Boomers4.57
Upper middle-class boomer-aged couples in multiNo Place Like Home
generational households in suburbs and exurban
areas
Groups with SENIORS
Autumn Years9.57
Middle-class seniors living solid, suburban
Aging in Place
lifestyles
Golden Year Guardians- 5.57
Relaxed, retired couples and widowed individuals
Reaping Rewards
in suburban homes living quiet lives
Golden Years
2.53
Downscale, settled retirees in suburban and
Guardiansmetro apartment communities
Senior Discounts
Golden Years Guardians 1.87
Stable, minimalist seniors living in older
Town Elders
residences and leading sedentary lifestyles
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The map above shows a view of much of the community around our church. The church can be seen in
the CENTER. Each of the colored areas is a Census Block Group. Each block group contains an average
of 1,500 people. The block groups are color-coded based on the dominant Mosaic Group found among
the people in that small area.
As a congregation, we realize we are called not just to serve our current members but the community
around where we live. We feel future investments of time and resources should include opportunities
for the demographic groups directly surrounding the church. Geographically, the Mosaic Groups
directly surrounding our location, and possibly the most important are K40 Significant SinglesBohemian Groove (10.26%), J34 Autumn Years-Aging in Place (9.60%), C14 Booming with ConfidenceBoomers and Boomerangs (6.27%), O51 Singles and Starters- Digital Dependents (4.84%), and E20
Thriving Boomers- No Place Like Home (4.58%). As we move further into our future, though, we will
remain conscious that the top five largest Mosaic Groups in Sterling Heights are K40 Significant SinglesBohemian Groove (10.26%), J34 Autumn Years-Aging in Place (9.60%), L42 Blue Sky Boomers-Rooted
Flower Power (6.67%) and C14 Booming with Confidence-Boomers and Boomerangs (6.27%).
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OTHER CHURCHES IN THE AREA
In planning outreach to our community, we should be aware of the other churches in the area. There
are over forty (40) places of worship just in the six (6) square miles that makes up the city of Sterling
Heights. Other mainline churches in the area tend to decline in membership along the same lines as the
Presbyterian churches. Multiple Non-denominational churches are growing in the area. Their main strengths
that NLPC might be able to borrow from are youth programs, coffee cafes, more alternative worship services,
and multiple worship services. We have already made note of a have begun initiatives for a more dynamic
hospitality focus.

The chart below shows the patterns of religious adherence in the county of Macomb. Over forty
percent (40%) of the inhabitants of Sterling Heights claim a religious affiliation. It is important to note
that almost fifty-seven (57%) of the population claims no religious affiliation. While disheartening that
so many could be living without knowing the love of God, this offers great opportunities to reach the
unchurched in our area.

MACOMB COUNTY RELIGION
PERCENTAGES

1.1%
2.5%

0.9%

No Religious Affiliation- 56.9%
0.3%

Catholic-29.7%

8.6%

Evangelical Protestant- 8.6%
Mainline Protestant- 2.5%

29.7%

56.9%

Orthodox- 1.1%
Other 0.9%
Black Protestant-0.3%
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The map below shows the location of: NLPC compared to its sister Presbyterians of St. Thomas
Community Presbyterian to the north, First Presbyterian of Warren to the south, First Presbyterian of
Mt. Clemens to the east, First Presbyterian of Troy sharing a site with Korean Presbyterian to the west.
Shown below is a map of our sister Presbyterians in the surrounding area. New life would like to begin
asking what we could do together. How might we pool our resources of time, talent and treasure to
further impact our communities? How might we direct outreach to different Mosaic groups? Could
we pursue similar cooperation between the nearby non-PCUSA churches of United Methodist Church
of Utica, Christ Lutheran (ELCA) and Church of Christ- Sterling Heights?

OTHER CHURCH TRENDS
Other mainline churches in the area tend to decline in membership along the same lines as the Presbyterian
churches. Multiple Non-denominational churches are growing in the area. Their main strengths are youth
programs, coffee cafes, more alternative worship services, multiple worship services. They also have a very
dynamic hospitality focus in which NLPC has noted and has begun in smaller measures, with plans to increase as
the initiatives take hold.
22

SECTION 3: CONGREGATION

Over the history of this blended church community, our roots in various congregations with differing
histories have at times become sources of conflict. Today, however, we see these converging
community histories as a source of celebration, for our varying experiences weave together an
enriched vision of Christ’s love for us at this present moment. Indeed, the rich histories of our
church members have led us to be involved in a wide variety of outreach opportunities.
As a congregation we are engaged in several programs that serve the community and demonstrate
God’s love. Members of the congregation regularly serve the poor and homeless in the community
through the Salvation Army and the Macomb County Rotating Emergency Shelter Team (MCREST). The
congregation also has a mature and significant missional engagement with the south Warren
community through a partnership with Mt. Calvary Lutheran Church, ELCA. We provide food baskets to
ten families affiliated with Mt. Calvary four times per year. We supplement these food baskets with
Christmas presents and Easter Baskets for children. In 2017, we provided Christmas presents and
Easter baskets to over 40 children and young adults in addition to providing their families food
assistance. In addition to these outreach opportunities, our congregation also welcomes many
outside organizations to use our church facility for minimal cost or fee-free. Such organizations as
Alcoholics Anonymous, Alanon, La Leche League, the Boy Scouts utilize the church facility regularly.
The facilities of New Life are lovingly maintained. There is a dedicated group of members, the Honeydoers, which help with small fix-it and maintenance projects. This group keeps the church facility
clean and organized. There are, however, a few major repairs being delayed. There are also rooms
of the church that show some signs of clutter due to storage exceeding the space dedicated to
storage. This is due at least in part to the combination of items collected by the merger of the two
congregations. Recognizing that our church facility was looking outdated, we have begun to update
our church facility with more modern colors and designs in response to suggestions of outside
groups who use the facilities. Not only do we enjoy this much needed facelift, but we are finding
that such responsiveness to the needs and desires of outside groups is helping to build relationships
between these groups and our church community. The congregation is looking for new ways to
steward the church property and facility. We feel passionately about providing care for the
community through a variety of ministries.
New Life’s congregation is engaged, connected, loving, and caring. Given the relatively small size of
our congregation, we function much like a family by supporting one another in the challenges of our
daily lives. As an example, one of our families took in another family when they became homeless. Our
congregation helped with parental re-education and helped the family set up a new household when
steady employment was obtained. Being a close-knit church community that supports one another
personally can be both a tremendous strength and a weakness. Our very closeness can be perceived as
insular by those visiting our church community. We are working on being more sensitive to this
dynamic and have become self-consciously more hospitable to guests during Sunday worship. We
have instituted a system for greeters at our church entrances; we have recently improved our signage
within the church; we are now offering coffee at the entrance of the sanctuary before worship; and we
try to get to know our visitors so that we can help them engage in the broader life of our church
community.
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Being a small family sized congregation, it is surprising what a broad range of experiences and
perspectives are represented by our church members in our theological and our political positions. In
our immensely polarized culture, we can too easily find ourselves at odds with beloved members of
our church family. We tend to remain silent on controversial issues in an effort to maintain peace.
We realize, however, that peace achieved by silence does not achieve the “shalom” promised through
Christ. We believe the church is called to live out its faith concretely, which requires us to engage with
the challenges of our world. We would like to be able to model for ourselves and for the community
around us what it would look like to dialogue together peacefully seeking constructive solutions to the
challenges facing our world. We believe our bond of Christian love should be strong enough to allow
for open dialogue about controversial issues within the church. We would like our church family to be
able to embody this kind of “shalom” in the midst of our strongly polarized world.
The congregation conducted Appreciative Inquiry sessions in 2016. The following relevant data was
collecting during these sessions:
STRENGTHS
 Strong Family of Believers rooted in God’s Love
o We support one another in meeting the challenges of life
o We are warm and welcoming with visitors
o We are an intergenerational congregation, which endeavors to involve all ages in the full
life of the church
o We have strong Women’s Groups that fellowship together and study together
 Meaningful Worship and Music
o We enjoy energetic and meaningful worship services that meet the spiritual needs of
the worshipers
o We have a strong music ministry
 Tone Chimes
 Adult Choir
 Youth Choir
 Praise Band
 Wide Variety of Special Music
 Outreach through Feeding of Body and Soul
o We distribute Food Baskets to people in need within a neighboring community
o We support other Churches that host MCREST by providing dinner twice a year
o We host a Blood Drive for Red Cross 4 times a year offering homemade cookies and pies
to those who participate as a gesture of gratitude
 Member participation in the congregation is growing
o Most members participate in multiple ministries within the church’s life
o Many members serve in ministries that reach out to the community
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WEAKNESSES
 We are limited by the fact that we are an increasingly small, aging congregation:
o We have “big” ideas that can be unrealistic for the immediate future of this
congregation
o We are physically limited by a predominantly aging membership, which limits what
kinds of activities we can participate in
o While there are many ministries we would like to participate in, we are limited to what
we can at this time given our recent decline in membership
o We have members that do not participate in the life of the church as often during the
month as previously
o We recognize the need to attract new members by inviting them to walk with us in our
communal journey
 Finances aren’t as stable as they once were:
o Pledging and follow-through of pledged commitments have seen a slight decrease
o We are attempting to maintain two aging buildings
o We recognize the need to sell one of the properties—both to reduce our expenditures
and to provide a financial buffer for the future—and we have begun the process of
assessment which is the first step.
 As a family of believers, our close-knit relationships can be an impediment for new-comers, so
we need to actively welcome newcomers and invite them to participate
o We have begun to serve coffee in our welcoming area prior to worship
o We are training members of our congregation to serve as guest service personnel
o We are contacting the groups that use our church to ask what we can do to better serve
them to make them feel more welcome
o Hospitality is a work in process for our congregation
 Need to embrace diversity better
o Diversity of opinion can be a source of conflict within our congregation

OPPORTUNITIES
 Re-envision our approach to outreach to increase our opportunities to do face to face
ministry
o Increase our participation in MCREST
o Helping with baskets 3-4 times a year
o Continue to participate in Blood Drives
o Host new groups to the church
 We are seeking ways to engage the community using our congregation’s gifts.
o Demographics suggest the over 50 single groups
o Also, Intergenerational families – especially families with adult children
 We seek to provide a theological foundation in helping people
 We seek to model peacemaking for a culture that is engulfed in divisive dialog
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HOPES AND DREAMS FOR THE FUTURE
Collected from the Appreciative Inquiry Sessions
Membership Growth
 We are an active and giving congregation and people in the community know us for our
Christian love!
 Participation by “all” congregation members in all activities
 I see non-church members interacting with church members in a way that delivers value to the
non-church members
 More families of youth attending from our immediate neighborhood
 Younger people to fill this church
Worship & Music
 Saturday or other evening worship
 Outside worship and song fests during the summer
 A separate band service once a month on a day or evening other than Sunday
 Concerts or other activities that we can invite the neighborhood to
 The church’s music ministry is continuing to grow with all ages involved
Building and Property
 The assets of the church utilized: land, location (proximity to schools)
 I see non-church members using our land and building resources
 Much more use of the kitchen and hall
Bible Study/ Study Groups
 Small Bible groups meeting throughout the week
 Variety of study topics and learning methods
 A study group learning how to take the word of God to non-church- goers
Youth/ Young Adults





The teenage “coffee house” has expanded to a 2nd one for “older singles”
Young adults group helping with mission projects
Programs for younger families beyond
Expand the role of our youth beyond serving on Session and the Board of Deacons

Children
 Fellowship activities once a month
 Children music programs
 Sunday school is provided for all ages and is well-attended
 Children working on hands-on mission projects
 More young people in our church joining in our worship service- singing, playing instruments,
leading
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Programs that interest the youth who want to attend such programs. This could mean a “new”
interest on the part of these parents to also attend during the year and retain youth
attendance.
After school programs

Mission
 I see mission activities where every member is involved; young, old, working, retired, financially
secure, financially struggling
 A mission project for the community with all ages helping
 I see non-church members engaged in our mission activities
 Youth group goes on a mission trip each year
 Active in Interfaith Caregivers
 We are servicing the community with visits, yard care, housework, and driving
Special Interest/Support Groups
 Programs to reach out to community: healthy cooking classes, music concerts, religious art
history lectures
 Our church utilizes all rooms weekly or more often to provide services for families
 Men’s Activity group
 Singles / young married couples events
 A group that is working on teaching young people that drugs are not the way to get high
 Working with other churches on ministry opportunities
Interfaith/Interdenominational
 This church working with all churches as one, not divided by Catholic, Presbyterian, Methodist,
Lutheran. All working together as one through ministries.
Food/Hunger




Agape Hall used once a week to feed a noon day meal to seniors
Food baskets also during the summer
People are meeting together packing boxes of food for families, increasing our reach as we are
able. We will need to be creative to expand this
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WHAT THE DATA AND ANALYSIS ARE SAYING ABOUT US RIGHT NOW
Our Congregation
 We like to help people with their challenges in life
 We have a strong music ministry
 We are church family committed to help each other
 We feel a strong call to feed people both in body and spirit
 We have had to acknowledge our much smaller congregation size
Our Community
 Our community is more single adults than previously thought
 Our community is making a slow transition to young couples and families
 The community is becoming a culturally more diverse
 We have seen an increase in visitors each Sunday
Our Facility
 Our church facility is in a neighborhood that will continue the family feel
 Our church facility is easily accessible to the surrounding area
 We have a good deal of open land surrounding our current church building
o Many people seem to use our parking lot (to take breaks, eat lunch, practice driving)
o Our land offers us potential for creative outreach outside of our church building
 We must reduce our multiple facilities
CONCLUSION
We are warm and welcoming family of believers, who support one another in meeting the challenges
of life. Although we are predominantly older, we are an intergenerational church family, which
endeavors to involve all ages in the full life of the church. We especially embrace full participation of
all members in our worship life. For example, we delight in having an octogenarian and an elevenyear-old serve as liturgists during worship. We draw inspiration from energetic and meaningful
worship services, which include a strong music ministry that taps into the musical gifts of our
congregation. Our church family is gifted with many talented musicians of all ages and levels of
experience. In response to God’s love, we are inspired to reach out to those in need in our
community. We distribute Food Baskets to people in need, we support other Churches that host
MCREST by providing dinner, we serve dinners for Salvation Army, and we host Blood Drives for Red
Cross offering homemade pies to those who participate as an expression of our gratitude. Through
supporting one another and the community around us, we express God’s love concretely in our world.
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SECTION 4: VISION

As a tightly knit church family, we are endeavoring to let go of our past and embrace the future
that God holds for us. We are a congregation listening together, for God’s guidance to discover
where and how to go forward and serve. As a blended church community, we bring together
many interests and commitments from our past ministries. While all of these are worthwhile, we
recognize that given our current size and age distribution, we are beginning to stretch our
resources too thin by trying to fulfill so many needs. It would be better to do fewer things and do
them well. We also realized that we have tended to see the needs of the church as an extension
of our own needs. Called to be the hands and feet and face of God in our world, we need to listen
more carefully and respond more effectively to the needs in the community around us. As the
body of Christ, we fervently desire to be a concrete expression of God’s love in the world. We are,
therefore, listening together for God’s guidance to discover where and how to go forward and
serve.

Vision Statement (Brief Mission Statement)
Trusting that God loves us where we are, we are called to lovingly help friends and strangers
alike face the challenges of life.

EXISTING MINISTRIES
We have a meaningful and upbeat Sunday morning worship service, which includes a strong Music
Ministry. Many people participate in one or more of the following:
 Praise Band
 Choir
 Tone Chimes
 Special Music performers
We make our facilities available to numerous groups and organizations.
 The church hosts weekly meetings for AA, Ala-non, Ala-teen, ACOA (Adult Children of
Alcoholics), Overeaters Anonymous, La Leche League, a Pulmonary Fibrosis Support Group,
an Anxiety Support Group and a Troop of Boy Scouts.
 Students from the Lutz School for Work Experience come to the church to clean on a weekly
basis, providing the students with work experience.
 A group from Creative Employment Opportunities also comes to the church to clean on a
weekly basis, providing the members of the group with vocational experience.
 Orchard Family Services which is a premier child welfare agency that delivers family
preservation, foster care and adoption services began utilizing our facilities this summer for
training events for families.
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We see a tremendous need to provide food by preparing and serving meals for the needy. We
participate in:
 Salvation Army Soup Kitchen by purchasing and preparing a meal every other month.
 MCREST (Macomb County Rotating Emergency Shelter Team). We cannot host due to facility
constraints but support MCREST by volunteering to purchase, prepare and serve meals at
local host churches. We even developed a worship service that actively involved the
congregation in this food preparation as part of the worship experience.
 Programs that supply food baskets to families in need -- especially those with children. This
is done during the summer, when the school lunch programs are not available, as well as, in
the fall and at Christmas and Easter. For the holidays, Christmas gifts and Easter Baskets for
the children are also provided.
 Weekly food collection for local food pantries.
 Water bottles were collected and donated during the height of the Flint Michigan water
crisis.
We support groups that focus on health, housing, emotional and spiritual needs of individuals and
families in the local community and elsewhere.
 Support the work of the Red Cross by hosting four blood drives a year. Our “claim to
fame” is those who donate blood get a slice of homemade pie. We are known as the “Pie
Church.”
 Through the deacons, we administer a memorial fund set up at one of the merged
churches- Peace Presbyterian. The deacons also financially support Turning Point
(supporting victims of domestic violence and sexual abuse) and Gateway to Glory (jail
ministries).
 Supported The Second Mile Center of Detroit by providing monetary donations, health
care kits and baby items.
 “Blessings in a Backpack” program for children in need.
 Prayer shawl ministry
 Choir and tone chimes have offered programs at local senior centers
 Financially support a family in Spain. The family does ministry through Crusade for Christ
by passing out Bibles and materials about Christianity to travelers.
We have many other opportunities within the church to help support the life of the church and its
ministry.
 Liturgists
 Thursday Prayer Group
 Sunday School Teachers
 Dorcas Circle, Rachel Circle and Presbyterian Women
 Annual Church Picnic, Harvest and Christmas Parties
 Honey-Doers (a group of members who meet every Monday to clean and do small fix-it
projects around the church & share coffee, donuts and time of Bible study afterwards)
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OUR CALL
As a Christian we are called to share God’s love with everyone. As a church family, we are called by
Jesus to be the hands and feet and face of God to our contemporary world. In order to serve as the
body of Christ, we need to:


Invite people to join with us as we journey with Jesus.



Invest in one another’s gifts and passions, supporting each other, to live out God’s intention for
our lives.



Inspire one another to serve others through the empowering of the Holy Spirit.

We are called in this moment, to move forward in faith, to form new relationships, offering hope
through the feeding of body and spirit in new and innovative ways. Some people and groups that we
could serve better are:
Underserved & Needs Inside our Church






Groups that utilize our building on a regular basis
o We gave little to no interaction with these groups
Not serving older kids- Middle School and High School
o Offer Separate Sunday School or Youth Group activities
Not serving teens and 20-30-year olds
o Meaningful relationships and activities
No group specifically for men
o Place to share men’s issues, grow relationships; men’s prayer breakfast
Hospitalized, those who are ill, shut-ins
o Visitations, taking meals, support of family members

Underserved & Needs Outside our Church






Unchurched
o New ways of reaching them with the Gospel- perhaps restaurants, coffee shops, or pub
theology
Growing LGBTQ population
o Need for acceptance by faith community
Diverse populations
o Ways to bring diverse groups together
Large number of retirees in the area
o Need for having purpose, volunteering; possibly new learning experiences
Boomer Singles
o Make connections, fellowship; possibly new learning experiences
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Young Families (beginning to transition into the surrounding neighborhoods)
o Need for familial and community connections; parenting classes
Senior Living Communities and Rehab facilities
o Visitation, music ministry
We ALL live in a culture where we are connected by the Internet and cell phones, but we are
increasingly disconnected from other people on a personal level, we ALL need:
o An experience of belonging to a community
o A purpose for life that is bigger than ourselves

EFFECT OF CHANGING COMMUNITY




Changes in the economy created economic problems such as reduced incomes and job loss.
While this has most likely had an effect on our financial contributions, it has given us more
opportunity for mission outreach.
The growing ethnic and religious diversity has created tension in the community. There is the
need for bridge-building activities.
We are facing epidemic proportion of addiction issues, especially in our youth. It has already
touched the lives of some families in our congregation.

CONCLUSION
As a Christ-centered family, which trusts that God loves all people where we are, we strive to
welcome everyone with the love of Jesus Christ. We are led by the example of Jesus to step
forward joyfully in faith—assured of God’s plan for us—sharing Christ’s message both in words
and deeds. We feel called to demonstrate Christ’s unwavering love and to build new
relationships. We, therefore, wish to offer hope through the feeding of both body and spirit in
new and innovative ways. As a concrete expression of God’s love in the world, we need to
listen more carefully and respond more effectively to the community around us. This will
enable us to reach out to those that God is sending us rather than those that we think should
be here. As children of God, we pray daily for Christ to guide us in this vision.
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SECTION 5: MISSION
After reviewing the information of the New Beginnings Assessment, our Appreciative Inquiry
Sessions, as well as much prayerful discussion; a picture is emerging of the direction New Life
Presbyterian Church (NLPC) is called to pursue. Our “Faithful Listeners” group – a visioning group
authorized by Session -- was established to listen to God’s guiding through the information from
these sources and to develop the Vision and Mission that is expressed in this document .
WHAT DID WE LEARN ABOUT OURSELVES DURING THE SELF-STUDY THAT INFORMS OUR MISSION?
As a congregation we:








Work well together and are supportive of each other
Are caring, giving, dedicated, energetic participants
See helping our own parishioners as an internal mission project
Appreciate vibrant and inspiring worship experiences
Have a desire to increase our outreach and focus on the nearby community
Take pride in our work and the all-inclusive nature of our activities
Strive not to judge

As individuals, we:





Have diverse gifts that we share selflessly
Respond to the call however we are comfortable doing so: with our money, materials, time,
talent or a combination of these
Need encouragement to do more hands-on service
Strive not pass judgement on others

AREA MINISTRY NEEDS THAT ARE BEGGING FOR OUR ATTENTION?
 Children needing connection
 Teenagers and young adults
 Multi-generational households
 People lacking the necessities of food and shelter
 Domestic violence and abuse
 Addiction issues
 Bringing people together across faiths, ethnicities and identities
Like so many other mainline churches in the past decade, we are a congregation that has decreased
in numbers and greyed significantly. This has begun to limit our capacity to do the ministries that
we have been accustomed to. We also realize that those ministries have become less effective.
Consequently, we are seeking more effective ways to serve our community while respecting the
reality of our resources. Building on our current strengths, New Life Presbyterian Church would like
to develop innovative ways of concretely expressing God’s love that have a positive impact on the
community. This will create new opportunities to invite and encourage others, who are inspired by
our vision, to journey with us as we seek to share the love of God with everyone. We are,
therefore, assessing our current ministries and how they fit the needs in our closest neighborhoods.
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We have begun the process of renewal by understanding our pillars of strength. We will build on
our strengths and target our mission through the following mission plan:


We are a welcoming church family:
o We realized that God sends occasional visitors to our worship services, but we were
rarely successful in welcoming them to come back.
 In an effort to be more hospitable, we recognized that our building was
outdated, cluttered and overly nostalgic. We therefore created a more
welcoming environment with bright colors and a clean simpler design.
 We would like to continue to improve the appearance of the building so that
it is even more inviting, especially with better signage outside.
 We also implemented a greeting ministry prior to worship service.
 We would like to continue to build on our hospitality initiatives, by
strengthening our greeting ministry and becoming proactive in helping our
guests to find ways to become involved in the life of the church that utilize
their gifts and feed them spiritually.
o We realized that God sends us many groups of people who use our church on a
regular basis, but we have little interaction with these groups beyond providing them
with a key to our building.
 In an effort to better connect with these groups, we have begun to seek input
from these outside groups regarding how we can better serve them. This has
strengthened our relationship with some of these groups. We would like to
broaden our interaction with other groups as well.
 We are assessing ways to better connect with the many groups that use our
church building, such as asking how these groups think we could work
together to better serve our community.
 We are striving to build a stronger relationship with the boy scouts by inviting
them to participate in our activities. We would especially like to strengthen
our connection with the scout families.
o We will be a church that is welcoming to visitors and serves their needs as well as
engaging them in our ministries to serve the local community.



We have a dynamic music ministry:
o We realized that we have variety of music groups, which offer visitors and new
members with musical talent multiple opportunities to get involved in the life of the
church.
 In an effort to get our children more involved, as well as, to invite children
from the community to get involved in music, we are assessing starting a
“bucket band” to introduce music to elementary age children and to allow
them to express their love of Jesus through rhythm.
 We also are assessing inviting high school age students to participate in the
music ministry though the praise band and special music.
o We realize that there are many musically talented people within our church family,
and we would like to utilize their gifts to reach out to the community.
 We are assessing creating a “coffee house” ministry that would be open to
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anyone from the community with musical talent to share.
 We have asked one of the scouts to build a fire pit on our property—as an
Eagle Scout Project—which could be used for a “Community Campfire”
ministry where our music could be shared around the campfire.
o We will utilize our dynamic music ministry to engage musical talent in the community
to build relationships and to express our love of God through music.


We are a church family that likes to feed body and spirit:
o We realized that we are involved in a good number of mission projects, many of
which revolve around the feeding of those in need. While we do not want to
discontinue that ministry, we realize we need to expand our mission work into areas
that feed the spirit also.
 In response to that tremendous need that we see around us, we will continue
to feed people in the local community.
 In an effort to be the face of Christ—as well as the hands and feet of Christ—
we would like to find ways to interact more with the groups that we feed.
 We have begun to interact with people from the community, during our
Blood Drives, by personally serving homemade pie to those who donate blood
and taking the time to interact with them while they are eating.
 We are assessing ways to better interact with other groups as well.
 Recognizing our limited resources, we are looking to partner with another
church or other groups located nearby so that we can increase our mission
outreach.
o We realized that—except for Sunday mornings and our music programs—we have
drifted away from feeding the spirit. Not everyone struggles with physical hunger,
but we all struggle with spiritual hunger. We would, therefore, like to be more selfconscious about the spiritual and theological basis for all that we do.
 We have started a bible journaling group.
 We are assessing the use of our large adjoining land to make an outdoor
spiritual space, which will be open for the use of the community: including a
fire pit and a labyrinth.
 We are assessing a mid-week meeting time that would include some worship
time, a meal and other activities.
o We will be a church family that seeks to address physical hunger in our community as
well as expand our ministries to support spiritual growth



We wish to adopt the PCUSA “Purple Church” initiative:
o We realized –through the divisiveness of the past election and through the challenge
of merging two church communities—that we are not immune to the polarity and
divisiveness that characterize our current culture. As a church family with an eclectic
membership—economically, politically and theologically—we find ourselves with a
unique opportunity for modeling gracious dialogue. We believe that God’s love is
bigger than our differences in opinion no matter what the subject!
 In response to this opportunity, we will be offering small group discussions on
controversial issues within the church as an Adult Education opportunity on
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Sunday mornings after worship.
 We are determined to model gracious dialogue while seeking constructive
solutions to our world’s challenges for ourselves and for our community.
 We would like to open such opportunities the community in the future.
o We will create an atmosphere where people can sit and discuss issues and
viewpoints in a calm manner in light of our Christian values.
We recognize this can’t all be done at once and will require phases.
EXPERTISE NEEDED
We have a wide range of talent in our congregation, but we don’t believe we need to concentrate on
skillset as much as we need to look for people’s passions. Our mission requires people who are willing,
following the Holy Spirit’s guidance, to share their passions. As a church family we are called to support
each other when sharing our passions with the larger community as an expression of God’s love. Given
our limited resources, it would be prudent to invite the groups already using the church to work
together with us in ways to improve the community.

CONCLUSION
Building on our strengths, New Life would like to develop innovative ways to create new opportunities
that have a positive impact on the community, to encourage them to become a part of our vision;
which is to share the love of God with everyone. Although we have become a much smaller, aging
congregation, we are warm and supportive of each other. We are intergenerational and celebrate the
interactions of all of our members. Realizing that we were not effective in reaching visitors, we
instituted a greeter’s ministry. Already we are seeing an impact as we have seen a definite increase in
the number of visitors and some have inquired about becoming members. Our strong music ministry
continues to bring vibrancy to our worship services as well as provide an outreach to health care
facilities. It also is a place for visitors to become involved in the life of the church. We continue our
passion for feeding people through food baskets and MCREST. Our Red Cross Blood drives are
extremely successful primarily due to our personal interaction with the donors while they enjoy our
home-made baked goods. Since our membership has dropped and with it our financial support, we
realize that we will need to become a church of 200 to 250 members. This will provide the people and
the financial resources needed to continue and expand the mission outlined in this document.
We are a merged congregation. Although some may look at it as problematic, we have overcome
obstacles and grown. When we focused on the work of the church, we realized the strengths and
passions that we all had. We have continued and expanded the ministries of our combined
congregation. Through this we have found that we are a welcoming church family and are ready to
show this to anyone that comes through our doors or that we meet in our daily walk. Sometimes we
get fatigued or distracted, but with some encouragement we re-engage in the missions of our church.
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Through the interim process, we have learned about ourselves, the issues we face, and started working
on solutions. We have engaged the groups that use our church and asked how we can make their lives
better. We took some of their input and decluttered the facility and made it brighter and more
pleasant to be in. This has lifted the spirits of all of our members and the other groups that use the
facility. We encourage our members and visitors to explore ways to better serve our church family and
community.
We are a congregation that has reflected on where we have been and has made a step forward. In five
years, we hope to be known as a welcoming church, that feeds body and soul, and can discuss even the
most difficult issues in a calm manner with Christian values. This we hope will be accomplished through
building relationships, one person at a time.
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SECTION 6: LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES
Through this discernment process, we have gained a clearer vision of the direction the Holy Spirit is
leading our congregation. We watch hopefully as progressively more of the members become vested
in its vision. The right pastoral candidate will help us further recognize, develop and expand
opportunities to fulfill our goals within our congregation and community. It is New Life Presbyterian
Church’s hope that this person will help us build on our Pillars of Strength in creative and innovative
ways.
PERSONAL QUALITIES


We strive to be a welcoming family
o Willing to join our church family and encourage others to do the same
o Relational: compassionate, interpersonal, good listener, supportive
o Friendly and welcoming to visitors and those using the facilities
 including the building and our “sacred space” outdoors



We strive to continue to feed people in body and spirit
o Comfortable reaching out to the community
 Especially in our outreach to feed people in the community
o Feel strongly about keeping us focused on our vision
 Helping us to weigh each new program against our vision, as we tend to drift
from our vision
 Keep us inspired and enthusiastic
o Skilled at finding concrete missional expressions of our values and beliefs
o Willing to lead a restarting of youth and adult Christian education



We strive to continue to use our strong music ministry to praise God and connect with people
o Worship is a vital part of our church life, therefore:
 Dynamic messages – We draw inspiration from the dynamic relevant personal
and scripturally based messages that are shared on a weekly basis by our pastor
o Appreciation of music and its importance for the congregation as an expression of their
praise of God
o Sense of humor



We strive to become a PCUSA “Purple Church”
o Willingness to embrace diverse opinions with grace
o Humility regarding the rightness of their own perspective
o Comfortable mediating opposing viewpoints
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SKILL SET REQUIREMENTS
Theological/Spiritual Interpreter
 Preaching and Worship Leadership
 Hopeful
 Teacher
Communication
 Public Communicator
 Technologically Savvy
Organizational Leadership
 Risk Taker
 Strategy and Vision
 Collaboration
Interpersonal Engagement
 Interpersonal Engagement
 Motivator
 Personal Resilience

RESPONSIBILITIES
Church Family




Visitation
o work with Deacons on extended Communion, hospital visits and visiting shut-ins
Interact with church members, guests, and groups that use the church
Weddings and funerals

Worship and Spiritual Growth



Preaching: well-coordinated worship experience
o Work with choir and praise band
Work with Discipleship Growth Team
o Make sure that multiple Adult Education opportunities are offered across different time
schedules
o meaningful K-12 education opportunities

Mission



Support the Vision of the church
Look for ways to engage other groups outside the church into NLPC mission
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Head of Staff






Moderate Session
o Leadership in helping to maintain the Vision
o Assist in implementing the Mission Plan
Deacons
o Help them structure their activities to match the church vision
Manage paid staff
o Office Administrator, Music Director and Child Care Supervisor
Support meaningful change which is consistent with the vision of the church

CONCLUSION
With the leadership qualities and skills of a pastor noted above, NLPC will grow in spirit and numbers.
We will be focused and energized to reach out to expand our service to those in need in our
community. We will be known as a church that accepts everyone no matter where they are in their
journey through life. We will express the love of God to all by developing a relationship with each
person.
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APPENDIX A: MOSAIC GROUPS DESCRIPTION
Group K Significant Singles Segment K40: Bohemian Groove
Older unattached individuals enjoying settled urban lives
Overview
Bohemian Groove are older adults on their own. While a majority are never-married singles,
nearly a third have been married and are now starting over as divorced or widowed individuals.
As part of the growing wave of older singles, about two-thirds are between the ages of 46 and
65. Many have settled in second-tier cities - often in the Northeast or West in cities like
Sacramento, Calif. and Harrisburg, Pa. - and choose to live in affordable apartments. With their
average educations, they typically hold down modestly-paying jobs in the service sector.
Although their neighborhoods are transient, where most members have been at the same
residence for less than fewer years, they’ve managed to sink down roots quickly. They already
have a large circle of friends and are active in community groups.
With most adults over 50 years old, these singles lead laid-back lifestyles. They’re done with the
bar-hopping and club scene, they don’t troll health clubs for jogging partners and they’re not
interested in taking singles’ cruises or Caribbean getaways. Many spend a lot of free time in their
apartments enjoying music, cooking, making crafts and painting. If they go out to eat, it’s usually
to a casual dining or bistro restaurant. These adults are still hungry for learning, and they often
take adult education classes, though some also consider their courses a socially acceptable way
to meet other graying singles.
In the marketplace, their low incomes and few income-producing assets make them value
conscious shoppers. They patronize discount department stores known for their wide selections
and low prices. They drive small and mid-sized economy cars, typically buying used models
made in the U.S. They also make a strong market for craft and hobby stores. They’re naturally
late adopters for most technology products and they have little interest in conspicuous
consumption, which is reflected in their traditional taste in clothes. Although they consider
themselves to be informed consumers, they typically let their fashion-forward friends track down
the hippest stores.
Nevertheless, Bohemian Groove prize their individuality - whether it’s in the mall or inside the
election booth. They tend to be moderates who align themselves with neither major party and
have mixed views on hot-button social issues. They are open-minded toward other cultures and
lifestyles, and they cultivate friends from a wide variety of backgrounds. Many serve as
influencers in their segment, particularly in the area of health and nutrition. They often prefer
alternative medicine to traditional doctors. They watch their diet, read the labels on food and
medical products, and make sure to buy only the freshest ingredients when they cook. On the
other hand, they’re not complete purists. These busy multitaskers are fine with gulping down fast
food when they’re running late for a class.
Bohemian Groove are also an eclectic media market. Many are information hounds who read a
daily newspaper for the local news and job classifieds. They’re fond of music and keep their
radios tuned to easy listening and golden oldies stations. They’re also fans of TV movies and
police dramas. These consumers still haven’t taken to the Internet and rarely go online unless
it’s to track down information about a company or medical condition; they rarely use the Internet
to make a purchase.
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Demographics and behavior
Who we are Bohemian Groove are adults in transition. Mostly middle-aged and older, nearly half of
the household heads are single, divorced or widowed. They’re predominantly white, have average
educations - a mix of high school graduates and some college - and work in the service sector,
particularly in jobs in health care, social services and the military. With relatively low paychecks,
they tend to lead modest lives in their city apartments.
Where we live
Nearly eight out of ten Bohemian Groove rent apartments, typically low-rise garden apartments
and row houses of varying ages. Although they’re scattered across the country, they’re more
likely to be found in the Northeast and West, especially in cities like Sacramento, Calif.,
Anchorage, Alaska, and Harrisburg, Pa. Housing prices are low in these unassuming
neighborhoods - an average of less than $167,000 - but these residents don’t like to accumulate
possessions, including homes, in case they get the urge to move on. Half have lived at the same
address for fewer than three years.
How we live our lives
Bohemian Groove lead relatively quiet and unassuming lifestyles. Many spend a lot of time in
their apartments listening to music, cooking or perhaps playing a musical instrument. They may
go out to eat at a restaurant like Romano’s Macaroni Grill or Red Robin. They take education
courses and classes in painting and furniture refinishing. On the weekend, they like to take in a
movie - especially a foreign film or documentary. For something completely different, they’ll
check out a state fair. Although they like the idea of traveling abroad, many settle for domestic
vacations.
With their modest finances, Bohemian Groove are known as price-sensitive shoppers. They tend
to drive budget and economy subcompacts and mid-sized sedans, without any of the optional
bells and whistles; used American models are fine with this crowd. They maintain that they rarely
go shopping, but when they do, they typically wait for a sale. They prefer shopping at local
stores to national chains, though they have high rates for patronizing discounters like Kmart,
Family Dollar Store and Sam’s Club, as well as crafts retailers like Hobby Lobby and Michaels.
Research shows that they’re brand-loyal, tech-shy and impulse shoppers but they’re often the
last among their friends to hit a mall to check out a new store.
Bohemian Groove make a strong market for most media channels. These consumers like getting
their local news fix by reading daily newspapers, where they check out the classifieds, food
pages and TV and radio listings. They describe themselves as music fans who listen to radio
stations, particularly those that play classic rock, easy listening and golden oldies. They also rely
on TV to stay informed, tuning in to stations that feature news as well as movies and dramas.
Among their favorite cable channels: Bravo, Lifetime, Oxygen and TNT. Aficionados of crime
procedurals, they watch “CSI” in all of its variations at nearly twice the national average.
How we view the world
Bohemian Groove are proud individualists. In this segment, people have a much higher rate of
considering themselves Independents than Democrats or Republicans, and their views on
current issues are all over the ideological map. Members have high rates for supporting
progressive social issues while at the same time espousing the superiority of traditional women’s
roles. However, they’re not very loud in their political expression: most aren’t politically active,
other than voting.
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They may be on their own, but the solo members of Bohemian Groove work at maintaining a
large circle of friends from a wide variety of backgrounds. They have a genuine interest in
people and like to share opinions. They also cultivate their reputations as iconoclasts, unafraid of
being unconventional and ever-ready to try something on the spur of the moment. They consider
themselves influential trendsetters who are good at convincing others of their ideas and
preferences.
Bohemian Groove like to take a leadership role among their peers, especially when it comes to
health issues. They consider themselves well-informed when it comes to nutrition; they’re the
kind of shoppers who read the labels on packages and buy the freshest ingredients when
cooking. They’re tolerant of alternative medicine and trust homeopathic doctors. Although these
busy people regularly indulge in fast food and frozen dinners, they maintain that they try to eat a
balanced diet. When their penchant for sweets catches up to them, they admit that they’ll try any
new diet.
How we get by
With average incomes less than two-thirds the national average, Bohemian Groove qualifies as
a weak financial market. Risk-averse and uncomfortable with banks and brokerage houses, they
acquire few retirement, investment or credit products. They own few investments other than
some short-term CDs, a money market account or shares in the company where they work; any
securities they own are valued in the low five figures. To pay for routine expenses, they carry
debit cards, charge cards and clothing store credit cards, rarely paying off their bills each month.
These older households do appreciate insurance and buy both health and group life insurance at
respectable rates. Fearful of going into debt, however, they resist any offers for loans.
Digital behavior
Bohemian Groove have only modest interest in digital media. They’re unlikely to access the
Internet for entertainment or social networking, but they will go online to look for a job, check out
the latest lottery numbers, get sports scores and try their luck on a dating site. They like
Websites that can provide them with local information, and they list simplyhired.com,
sportsline.com, games.com and redbox.com among their favorite sites. Nevertheless, they’re still
leery about privacy on the Web, and they rarely click on ads or make purchases.

Group E Thriving Boomers Segment E20: No Place Like Home
Upper middle-class multi-generational households in exurban areas
Overview
No Place Like Home consist of multi-generational households living in exurban comfort. Many
households contain 50-something adults and their 20-something children sharing the family
home. Segment members are typically educated and the households contain multiple workers
earning good salaries from white-collar and sales jobs. Because many No Place Like Home
homes are located in small cities and towns in the Midwest and Northeast, home values are
typically below the national average. That’s fine with these residents, who have typically lived at
the same address for more than 15 years and have deep roots in their communities.
Living in communities removed from urban and suburban sprawl, No Place Like Home tend to
lead laid-back lifestyles. The baby boomer adults are content with sedentary pursuits like
woodworking and collecting antiques; their idea of sports includes boating and bird-watching.
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Meanwhile, their outgoing and active adult kids prefer to hit the night spots, take scuba diving
trips and roar around on motorcycles. In this segment, with its bi-modal age profile, musical
tastes range from country to hip hop.
No Place Like Home aren’t big on brick-and-mortar shopping excursions, but they do like to
purchase products from TV infomercials, catalogs and Websites. They’re TV fans - especially
do-it-yourself programs - and they like reading newspapers and magazines that cover cars,
sports and women’s issues. Their taste in retailers is mainstream: they buy their staples at Sears
or Kmart and then head to the mall to pick up work attire at Banana Republic or Chico’s. Late
adopters when it comes to apparel and electronics, these traditionalists prefer to buy their
favorite brands and styles. They’re also okay with buying used cars and trucks to get around - as
long as the vehicles are made in America.
The boomer majority in No Place Like Home have a matter-of-fact approach to life. They work
hard, volunteer with community organizations and typically vote the Republican ticket. Many
members describe themselves as conservatives who support family values. Some of the older
children may have opposite views on social issues. When it comes to charitable giving, they like
to spread the wealth around, donating money to a wide range of causes, especially education
concerns, political organizations and the arts.
Although No Place Like Home participate in mainstream media and popular culture, they try to
avoid commercial messages. They dislike newspaper ads, mute many commercials on TV and
manage to tune out advertisements in movie theaters and on billboards. Only the commercials
they hear on their favorite radio stations don’t seem to annoy them, and they are beginning to
accept online ads. In this segment, Internet surfers will click on email messages, Website
banners and links. However, they’re more likely to do it when the messages are humorous.
Demographics and behavior
The name of this segment refers to the high concentration of multi-generational households in
this segment headed by boomer-age parents. Nearly a third of households contain a young adult
in their 20s and 30s - more than triple the national average - and one in six is home to an aged
parent. These households are predominantly white and well-educated, with two-thirds containing
at least one person with at least some college education; nearly a quarter hold a graduate
degree. With two generations in the workforce, this segment has above-average rates for jobs in
white-collar and sales professions.
Where we live
No Place Like Home live in older, comfortable neighborhoods, typically in the small cities and
towns of the Midwest and Northeast. In these areas, house values are below average, and many
of these older single family homes sell for under $200,000. Still these houses, most built
between 1950 and 1980, are spacious enough for several generations to live comfortably into
old age. Many of the adults have done just that; a majority have lived at the same address for
more than 15 years. That stability makes for close community relations and a high degree of
neighborliness. At the same time, the parents in the household appreciate the chance to get
away, and they’re twice as likely as the general population to own a vacation or weekend home.
How we live our lives No Place Like Home are known for their modest, unpretentious lifestyles. Given
their older-than average population, it’s not surprising that they tend to pursue less strenuous
activities like woodworking, playing a musical instrument, collecting antiques and photography. They
prefer to watch sports than play them. These boomer-aged couples enjoy going to home-style
restaurant chains like Bob Evans, Red Robin and Perkins. However, the influence of the younger
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members of No Place Like Home accounts for their tendency to go to bars, comedy clubs and theaters
and participate in fantasy sports leagues. They also ride motorcycles and mountain bikes as well as
engage in sports like skateboarding and scuba diving. They’re also the reason that music tastes in this
segment range from traditional country and classic rock to hip hop and jazz.
As shoppers, No Place Like Home are careful consumers who look for bargains before brands.
They like discount department stores such as Sears and Kmart, as well as more upscale mall
chains like Ann Taylor and Coldwater Creek. They’ll splurge on electronics, and often own
camcorders, MP3 players, DVD players and large-screen TV sets. They’re big fans of direct
marketing and enjoy buying from their living rooms - whether through TV infomercials or
catalogs. They’re also shopping online now more than they’ve done in the past, as they slowly
weave the Internet into the fabric of their lives.
With mixed media patterns, No Place Like Home read newspapers and use the Internet more
than average, listen to radio and watch TV the same as the average and are not that interested
in magazines. They read few publications, other than traditional titles like Ladies’ Home Journal,
Popular Science and Car and Driver. They make a strong market for TV viewing, especially
cable channels like Lifetime, HGTV, Hallmark Channel and the Fox News Channel. On their
commutes to work, they like to tune in to stations that offer news, sports and a range of music.
How we view the world
No Place Like Home have an upbeat, practical outlook on life. They follow the general
population's views and don’t get too excited about hot-button issues such as crime and pollution.
However, due to the age disparities in this segment, their values show some stark contrasts. The
older members tend to be more conservative politically - a disproportionate number describe
themselves as religious - and Republican voters outnumber Democrats by more than 2 to 1.
However, the youthful members make their progressive views known.
No Place Like Home enjoy owning quality products but they’re not the early adopters who have
to own the latest gadgets or designer fashions. They buy most car makes; used cars and
domestic models are acceptable as long as they’re safe and durable. In fact, an above-average
number say that they prefer to “buy American”.
Overall, they’re not very receptive to traditional advertising. They value local news and read a
daily but they don’t like the ads. They particularly dislike TV commercials. Although they qualify
as avid movie-goers, they try to ignore the pre-film commercials. They expect ads to be
entertaining but, when they’re not, they reach for the mute button in their mind.
These Americans are hard-working, salt-of-the-earth types who have a genuine interest in
people. They say that time is more valuable to them than money, but they’re happy to contribute
both to worthwhile causes related to education, politics, the arts and religion.
How we get by
The conservatism of this segment extends to their finances. With solid incomes close to $80,000
a year, both parents typically bring home modest paychecks while their adult children contribute
in some manner as well. These older couples have been setting aside as much as they can for
years. They have high rates for owning IRAs, 401(k)s and Keogh accounts, though they’re more
likely to have high balances in safe CDs and money markets than riskier stocks or mutual funds.
Nevertheless, most state that they need to increase their savings before retiring.
Their fiscal prudence allowed this segment to avoid the credit boom and bust. They have low to
average rates for using credit cards, and an above-average portion pay off their VISA and
MasterCard bills each month. They follow the general population in owning health and life
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insurance, though they’re more likely to protect their families through the accumulation of cash
value whole-life insurance. They will tap their home equity to qualify for education and car loans,
but they shy away from taking out home improvement and personal loans. These households
don’t like going into debt.
Digital behavior
The varied age groups in No Place Like Home are among the top Internet users. They go online
in search of both news, weather, the environment and entertainment. They also frequent sites
about pets, health and well-being and pharmacies. They’re more likely than average to read
blogs, join chat forums, get the latest sports scores and participate in auctions. Their children
also go to Websites in search of jobs, magazines and, not surprisingly, apartment listings. They
make a solid audience for online banking, shopping and advertising; they click on email, Website
and link ads. They are also expansive in how they access the Internet; they go online at home,
work, libraries and schools - and, often, wirelessly. These households tend to stop at Websites
like WebMD, MSN, eBay and CareerBuilder.

Group C Booming with Confidence Segment C14: Boomers and Boomerangs
Baby boomer adults and their teenage/young adult children sharing suburban homes
Overview
Boomers and Boomerangs are a contemporary consumer segment consisting of baby boomer
aged parents and their grown-up children living under the same roof. In these upscale
households, most of the parents are in their 50s and early 60s while most of their children are
teenagers and young adults in their 20s. With their college educations and incomes from multiple
household members, segment has incomes nearing six figures from a variety of white-collar, blue
collar and service-sector jobs. Boomers and Boomerangs typically live in relatively new subdivisions in
the suburban sprawl of large and second-tier cities around the country. This 21st
century family segment represents stable households where the older adults moved into their
homes more than 15 years ago, watched their children grow up and leave the nest - only to have
them return. What they thought was going to be converted to a home office or exercise room is
once again a messy bedroom.
As a result of these two age groups, the Boomers and Boomerangs segment has eclectic
interests, with interest in in-line skating and motorcycling as well as bird watching and fishing.
However, the adults young and old share many passions - especially for sports, consumer
electronics and nightlife. This segment scores high for cycling, boating, and archery activities
along with going to nightclubs, concerts and movie theaters. Many members like to go to pro and
college sports events, particularly if there’s a chance to meet for tailgate parties.
Despite the upscale incomes found in these cluttered nests, many Boomers and Boomerangs are
concerned about money. They tend to be price-sensitive shoppers who buy economy cars and
off-the-rack clothes from discount retail stores. They seem to care little about wearing designer
clothes or filling their homes with the latest housewares. At this stage in their busy lives, gourmet
cuisine is not a priority over saving time. Instead, they enjoy visiting restaurants that have a more
family-friendly adult atmosphere such as Outback Steak House, Chili’s, Olive Garden and TGI
Friday’s.
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The generation gap notwithstanding, Boomers and Boomerangs enjoy a variety of media. They
read newspapers and listen to drive-time radio, sharing a fondness for stations that feature news,
sports and classic rock. They like watching primetime TV, especially premium channels and
networks that offer dramas, sitcoms and reality shows. They’re slowly losing their interest in
magazines, at least the paper-based editions, and are shifting to the Internet for features and
commentary. Indeed, they are enthusiastic web users, going online for banking, travel planning,
searching for jobs and gaming. Both Facebook and WebMD are popular sites, reflecting the
generational divide in this segment.
Perhaps surprisingly, the values in Boomers and Boomerangs are less conflicted than one might
imagine. These households are mostly traditionalists; the largest percentage align themselves
with the Republican Party and espouse right-of-center attitudes. These Americans tend to be fairly
blasé about environmental concerns. While they may be on a detour from what they thought was
going to be their quiet empty nest, these Boomers are mostly happy to be able to help their
Boomerangs. They appreciate the close ties they have with their children. In a choice between
advancing their careers and spending more time with their families, the kids - no matter how old still rule.
Demographics and behavior Who we are
The members of the postwar baby boom have all grown up - and so have their children who have
returned to the nest. Boomers and Boomerangs consist of these two generations sharing single
family homes. Some 85 percent of the household heads are between 51 and 65 years old.
Meanwhile, nearly 40 percent of households contain young adults - the highest percentage in the
nation. Most of these families are white and well-educated; nearly three-quarters has either a
bachelor’s or graduate degree. With so many adult children at home, nearly two-thirds of
households report multiple earners holding a mix of white-collar, blue-collar and service jobs.
Where we live
Boomers and Boomerangs share relatively new homes in suburban areas widely scattered
around the country. Their houses, worth an average of $235,000, were mostly built between 1970
and 2000. Their suburban developments tend to surround the nation’s largest and mid-sized
cities. Many of the parents here have watched their children grow up, leave for college or jobs,
and then return home. In these stable communities, nearly two-thirds have lived at the same
residence for more than 15 years.
How we live our lives
With households that include both older and younger adults, Boomers and Boomerangs feature
disparate leisure interests. Members have above-average interest in golfing, fishing and boating
as well as motorcycling, in-line skating and water skiing. They also like to try their luck by playing
the lottery and visiting casinos.
The apple doesn’t fall far, as Boomers and Boomerangs have plenty of shared interests. All love
sports and attend professional football, baseball, basketball and hockey matches. Going to
restaurants, rock concerts and movies are all popular as well. While their interest in travel is only
average, they enjoy vacationing at beaches and lakes to take in water sports from fishing to
boating. Both generations meet on weekend afternoons at tailgate parties to support their favorite
sports team.
With many Boomers still connected to their youth, they shop at stores targeted to traditionally
younger consumers - apparel chains like American Eagle Outfitters, Banana Republic and
Express. They make a strong market for consumer electronics - from video cameras and DVRs to
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MP3 players - as well as sporting goods like camping equipment, golf clubs, baseballs and snow
skis.
However, Boomers and Boomerangs tend to be price-sensitive shoppers and they typically look
for value in their purchases. When it comes to cars, they prefer an entry-level CUV, economy
subcompact or a lower mid-range SUV - it doesn’t matter whether it’s a domestic or imported
model - but they’re more likely to buy a used vehicle than a new one. With so many adults at
home, more than three-quarters of all households own three or more cars.
Boomers and Boomerangs are voracious media consumers. They like to read newspapers,
especially poring over the sports and entertainment sections. They like to listen to the radio during
their daily commutes; their favorite stations offer news, sports, adult contemporary music and
classic rock. They’re also big TV fans, watching primetime dramas, sitcoms, game shows and
reality programs; they subscribe to every premium channel. Increasingly, the older folks in this
segment are following their children’s preoccupation with the Internet. Households here spend
more time online at home than most.
How we view the world Boomers and Boomerangs tend to be traditional in their values. They describe
their political outlook as right-of-center, and Republicans outnumber Democrats by a ratio of 4 to 3.
They’re less likely than average Americans to worry about protecting the environment, registering little
concern about air pollution or the need for recycling.
With kids returning to the nest, finances remain an issue, so Boomers and Boomerangs tend to be
price-sensitive shoppers. They discount the importance of brand and aesthetics and express little
interest in designer fashion or stylish home decorating. They prefer not to pay extra for quality
goods and concede that they rarely indulge their children with “little extras”. This is no place for
consumers who appreciate the gratification that comes with purchasing new and novel products
and food. They admit to preferring the convenience of taking the family to TGI Friday’s or the local
pizza parlor over home cooking.
Yet, these Americans recognize the primacy of the family. When asked whether they’d be willing
to give up family time to advance their careers, they were much less likely than the general
population to say yes. While they support women in the workplace, they also think it's important to
eat dinner as a family every night - even if it is fast food or restaurants for the budget-conscious.
How we get by
Boomers and Boomerangs may have six-figure incomes derived from salaries and income
producing assets, but many of the older adults probably had not counted on needing to cover the
expenses of their returning children at this stage in their life. The older adults in this segment have
already amassed significant balances in their 401(k) plans, but they continue to accumulate a
wide range of financial products, including stocks, mutual funds, savings bonds and short-term
CDs. Given the two different age groups in this segment, there is use of both debit cards and
credit cards when making purchases, typically at department stores, gasoline stations and
specialty retailers. A high percentage carries a monthly balance on those credit cards.

Group J Autumn Years Segment J34: Aging in Place
Middle-class seniors living solid, suburban lifestyles
Overview
The flight to the suburbs in the 1950s and 1960s attracted many World War II veterans with
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young families. Today, these Aging in Place seniors are ready to retire but still happy in their
modest homes scattered across the country near metros and mid-sized cities. More than four
fifths of household heads are over 65 years old, and two-thirds are already retired. With their
children out of the house, this mix of empty-nesting couples and widowed individuals live
comfortably on mid-scale incomes and assets from a lifetime of working at professional and
technical jobs.
Aging in Place enjoy quiet, unassuming lifestyles. They spend most of their time around their
homes reading, gardening and watching their favorite game shows on TV. They find most
aerobic exercise too strenuous, preferring to go fishing or power boating. They like dining out
and go to casual restaurants like Cracker Barrel and Ruby Tuesday. They don’t frequent many
cultural activities other than the occasional play or classical concert. When socializing, they
attend activities sponsored by their religious group or veterans’ club.
As shoppers, Aging in Place have traditional tastes. They’re brand-loyal when it comes to
clothes and like to shop at stores like Sears and Kohl’s. In their car-intensive communities, they
still like smooth-cruising vehicles that can handle the interstates - brands like Cadillac and
Lincoln. Aging in Place also are a strong market for books, garden supplies and TV sets. Given
their extended families of children and grandchildren, these folks send a lot of cards and gifts
and are on a first-name basis with the clerks at the local Hallmark Store.
Aging in Place are fans of traditional media, including print, TV and radio. They read a daily
newspaper and like to subscribe to magazines that cover travel, culture and home arts. Although
they no longer represent a strong drive-time radio audience, they still tune in to stations that play
oldies, classical music and adult contemporary programming. Mostly, though, these households
are TV fans. Most like to watch movies, get DIY ideas from how-to programs and test their
intellectual mettle with game shows. Few understand all the excitement about the Internet. While
many can send email, these older newbies won’t be downloading songs or buying digital books
anytime soon.
Not surprisingly, these Americans describe themselves as social conservatives. They care about
their faith and go to religious services each week. Although they’re generally happy with their
standard of living, they still worry about threats to their neighborhoods. They tend to vote
Republican, but they’re more active in community organizations than political groups. These are
the people who belong to church and synagogue clubs, attend union meetings and support the
community service projects of veterans’ organizations.
Demographics and behavior Who we are
One of the older lifestyle segments, eight of ten households in Aging in Place contain people
over the age of 65. Nearly two-thirds have already retired and the rest are on the cusp of leaving
the workforce. About two-thirds contain married couples with grown children no longer living at
home, while the rest are widows and widowers. Predominantly white and educated, many
householders have worked their way up from humble origins to earn college degrees; nearly half
have at least one household member with a bachelor’s or graduate degree. The largest share of
those still in the workforce hold jobs in professional and technical occupations.
Where we live
Scattered throughout the country, the Aging in Place tend to live in older suburban
neighborhoods near metros and second-tier cities. Many moved to their single-family homes as
part of the flight to suburbia during the 1950s and 1960. Today, their modest houses are valued
at $190,000 - slightly below average - and are showing signs of wear. However, it’s difficult to
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find more stable communities: fully half of all households have lived at the same residence for
more than 25 years. While many Americans who’ve watched their children grow up and leave
home soon make their own transition to a retirement community, these seniors have stayed put.
How we live our lives Aging in Place typically lead quiet lives of leisure. They like to putter around the
house reading books, gardening, doing needlework and woodworking. They enjoy few cultural
activities, but they do like going to classical concerts, antique shows and the theater. For a splurge,
they head to a casino or restaurant like Red Lobster, Cracker Barrel and Ruby Tuesday. These
Americans have the time and wherewithal to travel, often taking cruises - especially to Alaska and
Europe - and domestic trips by car, bus and RV. With most on fixed incomes, these travelers stay at
inexpensive hotel chains like Motel 6, Quality Inn and Comfort Inn.
Aging in Place tend to be conservative consumers. When it comes to fashion, they stick with
tried-and-true brands. They patronize mid-market stores such as Meijer, Kohl’s and Sears but
also make frequent catalog purchases of books, gardening items and music. While they like to
buy a new car every couple of years - sedans and luxury models like Cadillacs, Buicks and
Lincolns are favorites - they’re more reticent about consumer electronics.
These brand-loyal consumers make a strong market for traditional media. They’re heavy readers
of newspapers, turning first to the news, science, outdoor and travel sections. TV remains their
chief form of entertainment, and this segment loves to watch game shows, history programs,
news and how-to instruction shows. Their favorite cable channels include CNN, GSN, Hallmark
Channel and TCN. These Americans are modest readers of most magazines, but they do enjoy
periodicals that cover popular culture (Reader’s Digest, Parade), home arts (Family Circle,
Martha Stewart Living) and travel (National Geographic, Sunset). While most are no longer
listening to the radio on commutes to work, they still tune in news and talk, golden oldies,
classical music and adult contemporary programming.
Aging in Place tend to find advertising intrusive, but they still respond to marketing messages
that acknowledge their conservative streak. They’re receptive to messages that promote
performance, safety and experience. Although financial surveys show that they’re savings
oriented, they can be enticed to spend money - especially on their kids and grandkids.
How we view the world
When it comes to the values that shape their lives, Aging in Place are strictly traditionalists. They
tended to marry young, had children early and now describe themselves as politically
conservative and religious. They tell researchers that they’re fervent about their faith and believe
in the importance of attending religious services. Risk-averse, they worry about threats to their
neighborhoods. They support recycling and tougher laws to reduce crime and violence.
But Aging in Place are not parochial households, however. Most are members of the G.I.
Generation who are open-minded about people from other cultures and active in their own
communities. Many serve on the boards of their church, synagogue, union or veterans’ club.
Politically, they’re right-of-center and have a greater tendency to belong to the Republican Party.
However, their charity seems to cross political boundaries, and they donate to a wide variety of
groups - from religious and health organizations to public television and political groups.
At home, Aging in Place cultivate a healthy lifestyle, choosing low-fat and low-calorie foods at
the dinner table. They try to eat a lot of fiber, avoid spicy foods and look for easy-to-prepare
meals. They make a conscientious attempt to get regular check-ups and follow their doctors’
orders. They frequently take preventive medicine and don’t mind paying extra for drugs not
covered by Medicare or their private insurer. They say that, given all their effort, they rarely get
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sick. Given their advancing years, these Americans are happy now and say they try not to worry
about the future.
How we get by
Aging in Place are fiscal conservatives. Thanks to a mix of income-producing assets, they enjoy
cushy lifestyles. Most have a substantial nest egg, but these over 65-year-olds tend to be wary
investors. They acquire savings bonds, CDs and tax-sheltered annuities, rather than stocks and
mutual funds. They buy a number of insurance products, especially whole-life and medical
coverage, for high-balance protection, and they package everything into umbrella policies to
protect their assets.
Nevertheless, these active retirees are a strong target for many financial services. They carry a
wide range of credit cards - standard and prestige plastic as well as those for department stores
and gas stations - and they pay off their balances each month. With many having paid off their
mortgages, they now take out home equity and improvement loans to maintain their aging
houses. While the financial industry may be promoting the ease of online banking and investing,
these Americans still prefer paying their bills with checks and buying insurance from agents
Digital behavior
This is a mixed audience for the Internet. Some Aging in Place concede that the Internet mostly
leaves them baffled, and they do not often go online. On the other hand, an increasing number
go online to make travel arrangements, check out recipes and explore their genealogy, with
visits to Websites such as hotels.com, cooks.com, and ancestry.com. The highest concentration
still accesses the Internet using dial-up connections from their home desktop computers. Many
have mastered email and get the day’s headlines and sports scores from sites such as abc.com,
mlb.com and pgatour.com. However, most are not adept at downloading music and videos.
Shopping online is definitely outside their comfort zone.

Group O Singles and Starters Segment O51: Digital Dependents
Mix of Generation Y and X singles who live digital-driven, urban lifestyles
Overview
With the first wave of Generation Years now in their twenties and early thirties, many have begun
to leave the nest and start independent lives and families. That’s the story of Digital Dependents,
a segment where nine out of ten households are under 35 years old. These Americans tend to
be single, white and educated, with a majority having gone to college. Many hold jobs in sales
and the service sector, providing modest incomes that let them live in a mix of apartments,
condos and homes. Most have settled in second-tier cities across the country, but they show
little intention to stay for any length of time. These households are accustomed to moving
frequently, in the constant search for more money and better living arrangements. In Digital
Dependents, more than two-thirds have lived at the same address for fewer than three years.
Having grown up with ubiquitous telecommunications, these individuals revel in multitasking
lifestyles that allow them to bounce between cell phones and iPods, laptops and video games.
They’re into athletics, whether it’s playing a pickup basketball or volleyball game or working out
by lifting weights or taking a yoga class. They have active social lives, going out to bars,
theaters, cinemas and billiards halls. If they stay in, it’s typically to go online or play a video
game. There’s not a gaming console sold in America that they don’t own at more than twice the
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national average; they may even own a few sold only in Japan.
In the marketplace, Digital Dependents have champagne tastes with six-pack budgets. They
follow the fashion magazines to check out the latest styles, but they typically go to discount
clothiers or the clearance racks in more upscale shops. Those who can afford cars - nearly half
are without wheels - tend to buy inexpensive subcompacts, though they like imports for the
cachet of a foreign brand. Where they won’t compromise is on electronics. The first generation
raised with digital media, they describe themselves as early tech adopters who want the latest
wireless device that will support their lifestyle of constant motion. While they have little interest in
buying through catalogs - so last century - they will go online to buy consumer electronics, toys
and books without a second thought. When it comes to electronics, their friends come to them
for advice on what’s hot.
With so much of their free time spent online, Digital Dependents have drastically cut back on
more traditional media. It’s hard to find a member who subscribes to a newspaper or more than
a couple magazines. They’ll listen to the radio if they’re in a car, but for the most part they’re only
moderate radio fans. As for TV, they’ll watch late-night programs on Comedy Central, MTV and
Spike - generally after they’ve come home from a date or workout. Advertisers will have a hard
time connecting with them through traditional media, and not just because they typically change
the channel whenever a commercial comes on. They’re more receptive to billboards when
they’re out and about, but dislike being bothered in their homes. They were among the first to
sign up for do-not-call lists.
With the world handed to them on a digital device, Digital Dependents have developed
progressive attitudes and a global conscious. They tend to be liberals who support the
Democratic agenda. They are constantly striving for more out of life: better careers, the latest
fashions, the newest gaming consoles. These unattached individuals are still looking to find the
perfect mate, and they place a lot of stock in their appearance. This is a strong market for cosmetics,
but in this eco-minded segment, those products better not be tested on animals.
Demographics and behavior Who we are
Digital Dependents are digital young America: they’re blogging, gaming, instant messaging,
texting and tweeting. The segment contains one of the top populations of Generation Yers, at 87
percent, and nearly two-thirds are under 30. This is the age when Americans leave the nest to
start independent lives, marry and begin families. However, single households in this segment
represent the highest concentration; only a third has children. Predominantly white, they tend to
have above-average educations, with a majority having gone to college and about one in five
holding college degrees. That level of schooling translates to a wide range of occupations - from
sales to social services to construction and health care.
Where we live
Widely scattered across the country, Digital Dependents are found in a mix of urban areas and
second-tier cities, typically in transient neighborhoods. With only a third of households having
children, they’re hardly rooted in their communities. More than two-thirds have been at the same
address for fewer than three years - double the national average. They live in a mix of low-rise
apartments, condos and small houses, and a surprisingly large percentage is first-time
homeowners, though average home values, at just under $150,000, are modest. These
householders typically bought their homes early, and they often required co-signers to secure a
mortgage.
How we live our lives
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Digital Dependents are active and footloose. They score high for athletic activities like
basketball, volleyball and racquetball, and they go to pro and college sports events. To keep fit,
they typically belong to gyms, where they lift weights, work out on cardio machines and take
yoga classes. Somewhat surprising for young city dwellers, they frequently take advantage of
nearby camping spots and are fond of fishing, horseback riding and hiking. These 20
somethings are also night owls who enjoy going to bars, nightclubs, cinemas, theaters and
billiards halls. However, with low incomes, they have also learned to be content staying at home
reading books, listening to music - everything from pop and ’80s to reggae and grunge - and
playing online and video games. Compared to the national average, they’re more than twice as
likely to own every kind of video game console that’s made.
These Americans are generally hip to the latest fashion, but their budgets don’t always let them
indulge in designer labels. They like going to discount and mid-range stores, such as Marshalls,
Gap, Banana Republic and Bealls, and they frequently head to the clearance racks first.
Conversely, they wouldn’t think of scrimping on electronics like MP3 players, video game
systems and DVD players. They’re also big buyers of sports equipment such as skateboards,
camping supplies and racquetball gear. These households have low rates for owning cars - 44
percent have none - and the ones they buy tend to be lower priced sedans and subcompacts. Of
all the popular nameplates, only one is purchased more than the average: the funky, box-like
Scion.
The multitaskers of Digital Dependents don’t have much time for traditional media. They’re
among the least interested in reading newspapers and magazines. They listen to the radio as
much as the average, ignoring newscasts in favor of stations that play classic rock and hot adult
contemporary. They do tune in to TV, especially late at night after they’ve come in from the bars
and parties; they gravitate toward cable channels that skew to a young audience, such as Adult
Swim, MTV, Comedy Central, Spike and IFC. However, these media consumers prefer the
Internet over everything else, and they note they’re spending less time with old media as a
result. Today, they get most of their news from the Internet, and they can’t imagine why anyone
would wait until tomorrow to find out what’s happening today.
How we view the world
Digital Dependents are adventurous, outspoken and creative. They describe themselves as risk
takers who like to try new things - whether it’s a just-opened store or an underground Website.
They also obsessed with their appearance - “It’s important to be attractive to members of the
opposite sex,” they say - and they appreciate cosmetics that are not tested on animals. At this
stage in their lives, long time friends are more important than their family members, and they’re
usually the ones to organize group activities. Religion doesn’t play a major role in their lives:
they’re more likely to sleep in on a Sunday morning than head to church for services. Otherwise,
they describe themselves as multitaskers who adapt easily to the complexities of modern life, but
still want more out of it.
Politically liberal, Digital Dependents members are most likely to vote the Democratic ticket and
support a leftist social agenda. They look for products with recycled packaging and are proud of
their reduced carbon footprint. Although they’re not big on joining protests, they are willing to
volunteer for a good cause.
How we get by
Digital Dependents are still early in their careers and making do on incomes close to $50,000 a
year. Even though they have yet to start a family and take on the expenses of childrearing,
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there’s not a lot of discretionary cash left over for saving and investing, especially among those
whose mortgages take a large chunk out of their pay. They have below-average levels of
investments, except for company stock. Their connection to their bank is mostly through debit
cards and checking accounts. Many are still paying off student and car loans, and some are
taking out personal loans to maintain their lifestyle. They carry credit cards, typically standard
cards with few frills, and they follow the general population in their acquisition of insurance
products for life, health, auto and renter’s coverage. Just don’t expect to ever see them at a
brick-and-mortar bank. These tech-savvy Americans do as many of their financial transactions online as
they can.
Digital behavior
Digital Dependents were born in the digital age and seem to spend more time in the virtual world
than the real one. Compared to the general population, they’re more than twice as likely to go
online to download music, watch videos, listen to podcasts and hang out at dating sites. For
such activities, they go to Websites like projectplay.com, cartoonnetwork.com and meetup.com.
The Internet is not just for entertainment; they also go online to find a car, look for a job, check
out apartments and shop for all kinds of products on Websites such as toysrus.com,
walmart.com and inboxdollars.com.
These young singles have integrated their computers in to their work and home life, using them
for time management, telecommuting, desktop publishing and creating movies and music.
Always in communication mode, they go online to chat, blog and send instant messages, and
they do so from anywhere, with a higher-than-average tendency to access the Internet at home,
hotels and libraries using their phones, laptops and desktops. Naturally, they’re a strong market
for most file-sharing applications and computer peripherals, but they can be a pretty jaded
segment when it comes to digital advertising. They ignore email ads but are okay with going to
sponsored Websites and links. They surf all over the Web, stopping frequently at sites like
CareerBuilder, Facebook, Expedia and weather.com.
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APPENDIX B: APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY SESSION
Thursday, December 3, 2015
Attending: 46 people attending
1. Think back on your entire experience at this church and name a time when you felt the most
engaged, alive and motivated.
• The first time that we gathered whether here or at peace such kindness and warmth, you felt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

welcomed
Youth group'
VBS
The first time we got together and I got to really talk to people from this side of town, the same
kind of warmth
I'm a choir member, and having the two choirs come together was incredible and exciting
We got to know you guys
We got to sing together too
Both the choir and the tone chimes
Praise band
Everybody's a hugger
Being part of the mission food baskets, delivering them and seeing the people pull together,
the dynamic thing that we do, the first time I was in awe
Everyone in here is involved in a number of activities
All of the things everyone does for the church
When we were larger, we had two services. Back then we had more resources and could give
more money, but now we do more things
It is more of a togetherness thing, and we get to see the kids
I like the second service, the liveliness of the live band playing, we are pretty much more into
the hymnal now than a rock and roll show
The picnic
We have a group of volunteers called the honey doers, they beat me up all the time, but...
During the honey-doers, afterwards we do the bible studies and I feel really engaged, I enjoy
doing the bible study with everyone. Don’t' know if we could do that with the whole
congregation
For most years I worked, and then I started working at church. The most fun I have is bumping
into people in this corner and that corner and seeing what they're doing.

2. When you consider all of your experiences at this church, what has contributed the most to
your spiritual life?
•
•
•
•

Being a liturgist
Bible study
The pastor's sermons
Singing
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• We got an excellent choir, they sing really well
• The whole musical program, band, chimes, choir, kids singing, is spiritual for me
• For the number of people we have here, we're involved in a number of things like the numerous
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

blood drives. even though we're not large in size we get things done
The children's message
We did alpha a while back, also the ladies group
Delivering the food baskets
Seeing how involved we are with all forms of need, bringing in food every month. We constantly
have something going
The fellowship we have adds to my spiritual life, being welcomed, feeling a part, I've done all
kinds of Bible study on my own and all kinds of searching but it is when I'm in fellowship with
other Christians here and they are welcoming
Quote in the bible, a lion lies next to a lamb, and here's a lawyer and an engineer sitting
together
The opportunity I get to use God's gift of music that he has given to me.
He's also likely to praise the lord in the middle of the singing and that is a blessings

3. Tell about a time when you were most proud of your association with this
congregation.
• The blood drives when it is released how many pints of blood this small church gives to the Red
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross. I was a part of it and it makes me feel good
We're known as the pie church, we raised ten kids, worked from morning to night
When my friends come and they tell me how warm and welcoming we are
Serving a meal for MCREST
Christmas gift baskets, the volume that we do, with gifts for the children
One thing we do is a BBQ for the homeless shelter. They had a vacancy and there was a quick call
for the help needed. I came to help and there were already enough people to help.
When I did a fundraiser for the shelter here, and the people who came from all over were just
so impressed with the way our church helped out
When I did the numbers of the generosity of the congregation
As moderator of PW for presbytery, whenever I've asked to have gatherings here the church has
accepted that and had the best food, and the men helped too
I get a good sense of pleasure when our Dorcas circle and everyone helps with a funeral. it
means so much that we're able to do it

• One night we were having a dinner here at church, we were almost through, and a woman saw

the lights on and came in. She didn’t have much and we packed up everything plus some
financial gifts for her.
• East and west have extra strengths that complement each other, we have enriched each other,
allowing us to focus in different areas
• Here in Sterling Heights we had an interfaith celebration at City Hall. When I spoke of being from
the Presbyterian Church it was really great. One of the Islamic center coordinators said that
Presbyterians were their best friends.
4. What do you think is the single, most important, life giving characteristic of this church?
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When we are at our best, what are we doing?
• We're extremely involved with what is happening in the neighborhood with blood drive and
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

with baskets for Easter, thanksgiving and Christmas
Missions, all of our outreaches
Salvation Army
We're pretty darn good at worship
It all starts with supporting and helping each other, that's a primary, to be there with each other
Help starts at home, and then you're able to outreach
We have to start with our whole worship schedule. It is such a good feeling to know, when you
leave church, to have something to remember, to get something out of the whole worship service
We're best when we show love to each other and to the community. All of us fail at it sometimes
When i had some surgery about a year ago I was overwhelmed. I got individual cards, a couple of
visits, cookies, this is a really caring group of people
We're family

5. Don't be humble! The Apostle Paul speaks of spiritual gifts- what gifts do you share with the
congregation (including things like personality, perspectives, skills, character, etc.)?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The gift God gave me of music
Music, liturgist
Working with the children, bible school, Sunday school
Prayer is very important, the prayer group every Thursday, prayer is very important. You can't
expect God to do anything unless you ask
Organization, different groups
Accept almost everybody, even Dave when he comes in late
I clean the toilets
Hospitality, my husband and I both
Fix it when its broken
Counting money
Not actually me, but
puts love in that food.
I volunteer to be involved in things, a lot of people do
I can stand up and ask for money, and if I brought my granddaughter I'd get even more money
I can drive people and take them to church
Open and listening, saying, "here I am Lord"
Humor
I help provide organization and facilitate activities and getting people involved in those
activities
My blind grandchildren and the leaders have patience with them and accepted them for their
normal selves despite their blindness
A lot of servers
The gift of acceptance
Leadership through service
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6. Now consider any gifts you have that aren't shared with the church. Are there gifts- such as
talents you enjoy or skills you are good at- that don't get shared with the church because
opportunities don't exist?
• In my spare time I do genealogy, it doesn't really fit with what we do. I also have a lot of political
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

experience, having been in office
Photography and genealogy
Sewing
Scrap booking
I craft
My love of quilting
I teach a class for an area agency for families caring for someone with dementia
Wood working and photography
I'm a nurse and work really well with children in that field
Sometimes I'm used as a peacemaker in neighborhoods
Helping the mentally ill

7. What motivates you to come to worship at this church?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My wife
I love the sermons on Sunday and it all combines with the choir and it is all the same
It is a family
The people
You feel very welcome, like a big warm hug
Whatever problems you have you'll find people loving and caring
We have a good pastor
The people and the music
The main thing we learn every week is how to treat our fellow man

• Learning to play with the other musicians
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

We have a lot of talent here
Fellowship with other people, and fellowship with God
Like a renewal, refilling your tank for the week
It is somehow more than me, it is all of us, when we're doing our worship it is so different
than sitting at home watching tv. gives me impetus to think about the message and sermon
and how to live up to it
I feel tremendous gratitude that we still have freedom to come to our church
Discipleship growth
I've always had a little saying, coming to church is like taking a weekly vitamin for your soul
We have very contemporary sermons, our pastor has the ability to bring every-day life and put it
into perspective from the bible, which makes it very enlightening

8. Complete this sentence with one of the two choices (everyone should vote for one- no
half votes allowed!). Our church is...
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a. Rigid or Flexible? 0/46
b. Status Quo or Mission-Oriented? 0/46
c. Fearful or Courageous? 3/43
d. Thriving or Getting By? 4/42
9. If we define a relational group as a group of people who gather at times other than on Sunday
morning, for the purpose of prayer, study or fellowship on a weekly basis...let's make a list of
groups in your church that fit that description.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thursday evening band rehearsals
Honey-doers
Tone chimes
Choir
Thursday prayer group
Food for thought
AA
Alanon
Alateen
Boy Scouts
Weekly mentoring a young man on trumpet
Group that goes out for lunch after service every Sunday
Golf weekly during the warm months

10. What does this congregation do to prepare teachers, elders, and other leaders in the church?
• Session has had regular monthly parts of our meeting where we watch parts of a video designed to

teach us more about our job, led by a couple of Presbyterian pastors
• Leadership conferences
• The congregation shows confidence in one's ability and appreciation for their efforts
• I think we do a good job of pairing someone in a new position with someone who has done that

before
• The teachers are provided materials
• The teachers get together, discuss material, questions. Weekly preparation for VBS
11. What are the ministry opportunities begging for your attention in this area?
• Homeless, people that are hungry that need to be fed, here locally, and we meet that need.
•
•
•
•
•

Blood drive.
MCREST, helping out with baskets 3-4 times a year
We encourage the children to participate when we have trunk or treat, picnic, weekend in
September when children see other children outside and playing games
Families with young children is something that we need to target
Domestic violence and child abuse
The need for peacemakers, the need for us to find ways to help bring people together, so much
divisiveness, recently showed up in newspaper articles about people not wanting a mosque in
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•
•

•
•

their neighborhood.
That type of garbage is all around
The community we're in, the interfaith acceptance, we have huge Chaldean community, IraqiChristian catholic community, Muslim community, everyone else mixed in. That's our
opportunity to show love and to show who we are. This one is in front of us now and it is a
defining moment for us.
Teenagers and young adults, we have a high school right here and we don't reach out to them at
all
More help in this general area and not just in Detroit, right here

12. If your church were to close, what would be the one thing people in the community
would miss most?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pie
The food baskets
If one of our buildings closed we would become a new community
Our church had to close, but all of us who came here stayed, and the things that we gave to we
gave to six different charities on a quarterly basis. We incorporated those things into the new
church, and joined in what the new church was doing. There were a lot of things that this group
had that we didn't have. I don't think anybody lost anything, just more people and more
opportunities
A place for meeting for AA, Alanon, and Boy Scouts
Mission outreach in general
A place to go in a time of need
Voting
Boy Scouts

• Serving the salvation army meal
• Camaraderie of the people together
• Our community really needs the Presbyterian church here, and the PCUSA, represents a lot of

•
•
•
•
•

different things to different people, especially some openness that you don't see in other
churches
The food drives and our donations to the homeless hungry and needy. The Christmas tree to buy
gifts in the neighborhood
The picnic and neighborhood kids and families that come, VBS, making those people welcome
VBS
Trunk or treat is for the neighborhood
One family with five kids was here last summer, they said they go to four different churches
and this one is the best one for VBS
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The assessment concluded with a brief presentation about a congregation’s lifecycle. Each
participant was invited to mark with an “X” where they thought the congregation currently existed
in the lifecycle. The horizontal line across the page is the line above which a congregation is
sustainable. About 36 participants perceived the congregation to be in a sustainable place in its
lifecycle, while 4 others perceive that the congregation is no longer sustainable. A photo of the
lifecycle chart is shown below.
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APPENDIX C: The ExecutiveInsite Report
Prepared for:
Study area:
Base State:
Current Year Estimate:
5 Year Projection:
Date:
Semi-Annual Projection:

This ExecutiveInsite Report has been prepared for Theology, Formation and
Evangelism, PCUSA. Its purpose is to “tell the demographic story” of the defined
geographic study area. ExecutiveInsite integrates narrative analysis with data
tables and graphs. Playing on the report name, it includes 12 “Insites” into the
study area’s story. It includes both demographic and beliefs and practices data.

Theology, Formation and Evangelism, PCUSA
Custom Geography
MICHIGAN
2015
2020
12/4/2015
Spring

ExecutiveInsite is intended to give an overview analysis of the defined geographic
study area. A defined study area can be a region, a zip code, a county or some
custom defined geographic area such as a radius or a user defined polygon. The
area of study is displayed in the map below.

THE STUDY AREA

THE 12 I NSITES
INSITE

More Information

PAGE

Insite #1: Population, Household Trends
Insite #2: Racial/Ethnic Trends
Insite #3: Age Trends
Insite #4: School Aged Children Trends
Insite #5: Household Income Trends
Insite #6: Households and Children Trends
Insite #7: Marital Status Trends
Insite #8: Adult Educational Attainment
Insite #9: Employment and Occupations
Insite #10: Mosaic Household Types
Insite #11: Charitable Giving Practices
Insite #12: Religious Program Or Ministry Preferences

2
3
4
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Please refer to the last page of the report for additional notes and interpretation
aides in reading the report.
Not all of the demographic variables available in the MI System are found in this
report. The FullInsite Report will give a more comprehensive view of an area's
demographics.
Also, the Impressions Report adds additional social, behavioral views and the
Quad Report provides a detailed view of religious preferences, practices and
beliefs.

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #1: POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD TRENDS
Population:

Households:

The estimated 2015 population within the study area is 270,591. The
2020 projection would see the area grow by 9,344 to a total
population of 279,935. The population within the study area is
growing somewhat faster than the statewide growth rate. While the
study area is projected to grow by 3.5% in the next five
years, the
state is projected to remain stable at 0.7%. The study area’s
estimated average change rate is 0.7%.

The households within the community are growing faster than the
population, thus the average population per household in 2010 was
2.47 but by 2020 it is projected to be 2.47. Compare this to the
statewide average which for the current year is estimated at 2.55
persons per household.

Population Per Household

Family Households:

Population per Household: The relationship between population and
households provides a hint about how the community is changing.
When population grows faster than households, it suggests an
increase in the persons per household. This can only happen when
more persons are added either by birth or other process such as
young adults in multiple roommate households or young adults
returning to live with parents. In some communities this can occur
when multiple families live in the same dwelling unit.

Family households provide an additional hint about the changing
dynamics of a community. If family household growth follows
population growth, then it would be reasonable to assume that the
increasing population per household comes from additional children.
This is the case within the the study area. Family households are
growing as fast as the population suggesting that the increasing
population per household is from additional children.

Population/Households & Family Trends
Population
Population Change
Percent Change
Households
Households Change
Percent Change
Population / Households
Population / Households Change
Percent Change
Families
Families Change
Percent Change

2000
247,020

2010
263,708
16,688
6.8%

2015
270,591
6,883
2.6%

2020
279,935
9,344
3.5%

2025
288,365
8,430
3.0%

98,171

106,850
8,679
8.8%

109,579
2,729
2.6%

113,397
3,818
3.5%

116,843
3,446
3.0%

2.52

2.47
-0.05
-1.9%

2.47
0.00
0.1%

2.47
0.00
0.0%

2.47
0.00
0.0%

66,281

69,928
3,647
5.5%

72,143
2,215
3.2%

74,799
2,656
3.7%

Average Annual Percentage Change Between Reported Years

Population, Household & Family Trends

Population
Households
Families*

100,000
50,000

NOTE: Family Household data is not projected out 10 years.

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #2: RACIAL-ETHNIC TRENDS
The US population’s racial-ethnic diversity is continually adding new
and rich cultural mixes. This data considers the five groups for
which trending information is available. Please note that several
groups are aggregated into a single category due to their smaller
size. Those persons who indicated Hispanic or Latino ethnicity along
with a racial category have been separated into a Hispanic or Latino
category.

The Population: Racial/Ethnic Trends table provides the actual
numbers and percentage of the total population for each of the five
racial/ethnic categories. Pay special attention to the final column on
the right. This will quickly indicate the direction of change from the last
census to the current five year projection.

Racial/Ethnicity as Percentage of Pop: 2015

Racial-Ethnic Population Trends

50,000

Hisp/Latino
Hisp/Latino

The Racial Ethnic Trends graph displays history and projected change by
each racial/ethnic group.

This chart shows the percentage of each group for the current year estimate.

The percentage of the population…
Asian (Non-Hisp) is projected to remain about the same over the next
five years.
Black/African American (Non-Hisp) is projected to remain about the
same over the next five years.

Race and Ethnicity
Asian (NH)
Black/Afr Amer (NH)
White (NH)
Hispanic/Latino
P Is/Am In/Oth (NH)
Totals:

White (Non-Hisp) is projected to remain about the same over the next
five years.
Hispanic or Latino is projected to remain about the same over the next
five years.

2010

2015

2020

2010%

2015 %

2020 %

2010 to 2020 %pt Change

7,540
23,593
220,819
6,099
5,657
263,708

7,784
24,094
226,640
6,268
5,804
270,590

8,074
24,848
234,475
6,531
6,006
279,934

2.86%
8.95%
83.74%
2.31%
2.15%

2.88%
8.90%
83.76%
2.32%
2.14%

2.88%
8.88%
83.76%
2.33%
2.15%

0.03%
-0.07%
0.02%
0.02%
0.00%

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #3: AGE TRENDS
A community’s age structure and how it is changing is an important
part of its story. Overall, the American Population has been aging as
the Baby Boomers progress through each phase of life. This has been
abetted by episodes of declining live births. However this picture
may particularize differently from community to community. There
are communities in the US where the average age is lower than some
others. In other cases, there is a clear shift toward senior years as
the Boomers enter their retirement years.

The Age Trend Insite explores two variables: Average age and Phase of
Life.
Average Age Trends provides five important snapshots of a
community from five data points; the 2000 census, the last census,
the current year estimate, the five year projection and the ten year
forecast. These five numbers will indicate the aging direction of a
community.
The Phase of Life Trends breaks the population into seven life phases
that the population passes through in its life time.

AGE
Average Age Trends
Average Age: Study Area
Percent Change
Average Age: MI
Percent Change
Comparative Index
Median Age: Study Area

2000
37.52

2010
39.33
4.8%

2015
40.47
2.9%

2020
41.27
2.0%

2025
42.00
1.8%

36.21
104

38.11
5.2%
103

39.58
3.9%
102

40.59
2.5%
102

41.42
2.0%
101

36

39

40

41

41

Study Area Average Age Trend

28
26
24
22
20
2000

Ave. Age Comparison: Study Area to State

33
2000
2010

2015

2020

2010

2015

2020

2025

2025
Study area

Summary of Average Age Findings:
The Average Age Trend chart shows both history and projection of
the change in average age in the study area. The average age of
the study area has been rising for several years. It is projected to
rise over the next five years.

MI

A comparison to the average age of the state helps to contextualize
the significance of the average age of the study area and its history
and projection. In the graph above, the study area and state are laid
out side by side. The state's average age is estimated to be about
the same as the study area.

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #3: AGE TRENDS (continued)
PHASE OF LIFE
The Phase of Life analysis provides insight into the age distribution
of a population across the different stages of life experience. It can
reveal a community in transition.

Pay special attention to the color codes of the Change column (far right
below). It will immediately indicate which phases are increasing or
decreasing as a percentage of the population.

Phase of Life
Before Formal Schooling
Ages 0 to 4

14,739

16,482

16,387

16,650

5.6%

6.1%

5.9%

5.8%

-0.3%

Required Formal Schooling
Ages 5 to 17
44,062

41,378

41,288

43,151

16.7%

15.3%

14.7%

15.0%

-0.3%

College/Career Starts
Ages 18 to 24

22,344

24,815

25,526

23,680

8.5%

9.2%

9.1%

8.2%

-1.0%

Singles & Young Families
Ages 25 to 34

31,822

32,348

34,312

36,609

12.1%

12.0%

12.3%

12.7%

0.7%

Families & Empty Nesters
Ages 35 to 54

77,552

73,346

70,253

68,332

29.4%

27.1%

25.1%

23.7%

-3.4%

Enrichment Years Sing/Couples
Ages 55 to 64
33,621

37,755

40,316

39,161

12.7%

14.0%

14.4%

13.6%

-0.4%

Retirement Opportunities
Age 65 and over

44,466

51,852

60,781

15.0%

16.4%

18.5%

21.1%

4.6%

39,568

Phase of Life Changes

Summary of Phase of Life Findings:
Phase of Life changes reflect the age profile of a community. On
average, it takes 2.1 children per woman to replace both mother and
father. If the percentage of the population under 20 is declining as a
percentage of the total it is likely that the community will see an
increase in the more senior aged population possibly due to a
decline in birth rates.

In this study area children 17 years of age and younger are declining as
a percentage of the total population. Considering the other end of the
phases of life, adults 55 years of age and older are increasing as a
percentage of the total population.

In summary it may be that the community is aging as children are
raised and leave but parents remain.

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #4: SCHOOL AGED CHILDREN TRENDS
Children are the future! Understanding their specific population
dynamics is critical for all planners of social and/or educational
services. The “School Aged Children” variable is a subset of the
“Required Formal Schooling” segment in the Phase of Life profile. It
allows one to zoom in more closely on the children who are of
formal schooling age.

The School Aged Children variable provides a snapshot of three levels
of the population that comprise school age children. The three levels
roughly correspond to the following.

The school aged population includes all school aged children
including those enrolled in public and private schools, those home
schooled and children in institutions.

·

Elementary grades

·

Intermediate/Middle School grades

·

High School Grades

School Aged Children
Early Elementary
5.3%

Late Elementary-Middle School
Ages 10 to 14

17,096

15,994

14,962

38.8%

38.7%

36.2%

-2.4%

High School
Ages 15 to 17

10,918

10,521

9,328

24.8%

25.4%

22.6%

-2.8%

School Aged Children Trends: By Levels

Comparative Index: Study Area to State by Level

150
100
50

-50
-100

Elem/Mid

Elem/Mid

Summary of School Aged Children Findings:
Early Elementary children ages 5 to 9 are projected to increase as a
percentage of children between 5 and 17 by 5.3%.

High School aged children 15 to 17 are declining as a percentage of
children between 5 and 17 by -2.8%.

Late Elementary to Middle School aged children ages 10 to 14 are
declining as a percentage of children between 5 and 17 by -2.4%.

Overall, children are aging through but there is some evidence of a
resurgence of children in the younger years.

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #5: HOUSEHOLD AND FAMILY INCOME TRENDS
AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND PER CAPITA INCOME
Average Household Income and Per Capita Income indicate the level
of financial resources within a community. Average Household
income reflects the average income for each household, whether
family or non-family.

Per Capita Income is a measure of the average income of all persons
within a household. For family households, this would include all
children. It does not mean that each person actually contributes to the
average income from work. It is calculated by dividing the aggregate
household income by the population.

In this study area, the estimated current year average household
income is $67,862. The average household income is projected to
decline by 0.8% to $68,413.

The estimated per capita income for the current year is $27,482. The
Per Capita Income is projected to decline by 0.8% to $27,713.

Income Trends

2010

2015

2020

Households
Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 or more
Totals

5,818
4,601
11,119
11,027
15,429
20,310
15,870
15,730
4,821
2,125
106,850

6,373
4,835
11,299
12,527
15,316
21,368
15,179
15,160
6,015
1,506
109,578

6,537
5,017
11,639
12,974
15,769
22,053
15,502
15,911
6,123
1,890
113,415

2010%

5.4%
4.3%
10.4%
10.3%
14.4%
19.0%
14.9%
14.7%
4.5%
2.0%

2015%

5.8%
4.4%
10.3%
11.4%
14.0%
19.5%
13.9%
13.8%
5.5%
1.4%

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite

2020%

5.8%
4.4%
10.3%
11.4%
13.9%
19.4%
13.7%
14.0%
5.4%
1.7%

Estimated 5 Year %pt
Change 2015 - 2020
-0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.2%
0.2%
-0.1%
0.3%
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INSITE #5: HOUSEHOLD AND FAMILY INCOME TRENDS (continued)
FAMILY INCOME
Family income is a sub-set of household income. It excludes nonfamily households. Family households include two or more persons
who are related and living in the same dwelling unit. Children are
more likely to live in family households. Non-family households are
households in which two or more persons live in the same dwelling
unit but are unrelated.

Income Trends
Families
Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000-$199,999
$200,000 or more
Totals

2015

3,755
2,797
6,683
8,356
9,691
13,954
10,299
11,011
4,560
1,038
72,144

The number of families with annual incomes above $100,000 is
projected to grow over the next five years. For the current year, it is
estimated that 23.0% of all family incomes exceed $100,000 per year.
In five years that number is projected to be 23.4%.

2020

3,854
2,918
6,901
8,643
10,001
14,410
10,534
11,558
4,629
1,350
74,798

2015%

5.2%
3.9%
9.3%
11.6%
13.4%
19.3%
14.3%
15.3%
6.3%
1.4%

2020%

5.2%
3.9%
9.2%
11.6%
13.4%
19.3%
14.1%
15.5%
6.2%
1.8%

Estimated 5 Year %pt
Change 2015 - 2020
-0.05%
0.02%
-0.04%
-0.03%
-0.06%
-0.08%
-0.19%
0.19%
-0.13%
0.37%

MEDIAN INCOME BY RACE AND ETHNICITY
Median income by race and ethnicity is a subset of household
income. Median income is that point where there are as many
households with incomes greater than the median as there are
households with incomes less than the median.

Median Income by Race and Ethnicity

Asian Household Income
Black/ African American Household Income
Hispanic/Latino Household Income
White/Anglo Household Income
P Is, Am Indian Other Household Income

2015

68,592
35,536
47,160
56,479
46,006

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #6: HOUSEHOLDS AND CHILDREN TRENDS
Diversity of child rearing environments is increasing along with the
many other types of growing diversity in the US. To understand this,
we begin with the types of households that exist in a community.
There are…

The concern of this analysis is family households with children under
18. Of the types of family households with children there are…

• family households with children under 18
• family households without children under 18

• Married couple families
• Single parent families (father or mother)
These two are reported for the study area in the table below.

Households

2010

2015

2020

2010%

2015%

2020%

Estimated 5 Year %pt
Change 2015 - 2020

Households with Children under 18
Married Couple
Single Parent

22,327
9,830

22,462
8,706

23,039
9,373

69.4%
30.6%

72.1%
27.9%

71.1%
28.9%

-1.0%
1.0%

Households with Children: Projected Change
Of the households with children under 18, married couple
households are decreasing as a percentage while single parent
households are increasing. The graph to the right illustrates this.
Bars above the 0% point indicate a family type that is increasing
while bars below 0% is decreasing. This provides "insite" into how
family households and structures with children are changing in the
study area.

1.0%
1%
1%
0%

A comparison to the state reveals to what extent this community is
similar or dissimilar to the state as a whole. The study area's
married couple households with children are dissimilar to the
state's profile. The percentage of single parent households with
children is less than the state.

-1%
-1%

-1.0%

Married Couple
Families

Single Parent
Families

Percentage of Households with Children
by Type

72.1%

Married-couple

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #7: MARITAL STATUS TRENDS
MARITAL STATUS BY TYPE
Marital types reported include..
• Never Married (Singles)
• Currently Married
• Divorced
• Separated
• Widowed

Population by Marital Status considers the number and
percentage of persons 15 years of age and greater by their
current marital status. Both trend information as well as a
comparison to the study area’s state marital status types
provides two different views of this social reality.

Population by Marital Status: Age 15+
Never Married
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

2010

2015

2020

60,466
118,828
22,421
2,358
15,282

66,949
116,829
24,007
2,601
16,380

70,213
118,839
25,586
2,564
17,486

In this community, the current year estimate of marital status
reveals a community of adults more likely to be married than the
state average for adults. The percentage single never married is
lower than the state average for adults 15 years and older.
Divorce is less prevalent than the state wide average.

2010%
27.6%
54.2%
10.2%
1.1%
7.0%

2015%

2020%

29.5%
51.5%
10.6%
1.1%
7.2%

2010 to 2020 %pt Change

29.9%
50.6%
10.9%
1.1%
7.5%

2.4%
-3.5%
0.7%
0.0%
0.5%

Marital Status: Comparison to the State

The graph to the right illustrates the
marital status comparison of
the study area to the state . Bars above the 0% point line indicate
a marital status type that is more prevalent than the state average
while bars below the 0% are below the state average. The length
of the bars represent the strength of the difference. They are not
percentages.

Never
Married

Married

Divorced Separated Widowed

MARITAL STATUS BY FEMALE AND M ALE
Who is more likely to be unmarried, women or men in this
community? Consider these findings about this study area:

Women 15 years and older are less likely to be single, never
married than men.

Women 15 years and older are more likely to be divorced than men.

Women 15 years and older are more likely to be widowed than
men.

Single Female and Male Comparison by Type (CY)

Female
Male

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #8: ADULT EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
The level of educational attainment of a community’s adult
population is an important indicator of its opportunities and
challenges. This analysis will look at the Adult Educational
Attainment from three perspectives

First, it looks to see if the level of educational attainment for adults
is rising or not. Second, it compares the level of attainment to that
of the state of MICHIGAN. (If this is a state report, the comparison
will be to itself.) Finally, the table provides the percentages from
2010.

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL ATTAINMENT CHANGE
Projected Change in Adult Educational
Attainment

The educational attainment level of adults has declined over the
past few years. It is projected to rise over the next five years by
1.1%.

1.1%

-0.005

-0.3%

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL COMPARED TO THE STATE
Comparison of Study Area to State

2010
Population by Educational Attainment: 25+
Less than 9th Grade
3.3%
Some HS
7.5%
HS Dipl or GED
30.2%
Some College
24.9%
9.5%
Associate Degree
15.9%
Bachelor's Degree
8.8%
Grad/Profess Deg

2015

3.7%
6.9%
29.9%
25.5%
9.9%
15.4%
8.7%

2020

3.7%
6.6%
29.3%
25.3%
10.2%
15.9%
8.9%

MI 2015%

2015 Study Area-State Comp
Index

3.4%
7.6%
30.3%
24.0%
8.6%
16.0%
10.1%

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite

The overall educational
attainment of the adults
in this community is
greater than the state.

109
91
99
106
115
96
86
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INSITE #9: POPULATION BY EMPLOYMENT
Like educational attainment, an analysis of a community by its
employment types and categories provides an important “insite”
into its socio-economics. This analysis looks at two factors.

First is a report of the employed population 16 and over by the
traditional “blue collar” and “white collar” occupations and compares
these to the state. Second, it looks at the community by the seven
standard census bureau occupations and compares them to the
state.

EMPLOYED POPULATION : B LUE COLLAR OR W HITE COLLAR
Comparison of Blue and White
Collar Employment

On the chart to the left, the study area is compared to the state of
MICHIGAN. This study area is close to the state average for White
Collar workers. It is is close to the state average for Blue Collar
workers.

EMPLOYED CIVILIAN POPULATION BY O CCUPATION
Interpretation
Bldg Maintenance & Cleaning
Construction
Farming, Fishing, & Forestry
Food Preparation Serving
Healthcare Support
Managerial Executive
Office Admin
Personal Care
Production Transportation
Prof Specialty
Protective
Sales

2.8%
6.5%
0.1%
6.4%
2.8%
13.6%
15.3%
3.9%
13.5%
21.1%
2.1%
11.9%

3.8%
7.1%
0.6%
6.3%
3.0%
13.2%
13.8%
3.7%
14.8%
21.2%
1.8%
10.8%

74
92
14
102
94
103
111
105
92
100
115
110

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite

Well below the state average.
At about the state average.
Well below the state average.
At about the state average.
At about the state average.
At about the state average.
Well above the state average.
At about the state average.
At about the state average.
At about the state average.
Well above the state average.
Well above the state average.
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INSITE #10: MOSAIC Segments
Mosaic is a geo-demographic segmentation system developed by
and for marketers. Instead of looking at individual demographic
variables, a segmentation system clusters households into
groups with multiple common characteristics. Demographic
variables that generally cluster together would include income,
educational levels, presence of children and occupations among
others.

This database is developed by Experian. Some find the information
helpful because it presents a multi-dimensional view of a
community.
In the report below, the top 15 Mosaic Segments of the study area
are provided. (If less than 15, rows will be blank.)
NOTE: For a full description please see the DI Demographic Segment
Guide (Mosaic) under the Help menu on the Documents gallery.

Relative to the MI State Ave.
Mosaic Segments
11,242

10.23%

2.46%

416

Well above the state average

10,516

9.57%

4.04%

237

Well above the state average

7,308

6.65%

2.50%

266

Well above the state average

6,872

6.26%

2.11%

297

Well above the state average

6,281

5.72%

3.75%

152

Well above the state average

6,122

5.57%

1.78%

312

Well above the state average

6,077

5.53%

1.56%

355

Well above the state average

5,305

4.83%

3.88%

124

Somewhat above the state average

5,015

4.57%

2.78%

164

Well above the state average

4,464

4.06%

3.03%

134

Well above the state average

2,781

2.53%

1.82%

139

Well above the state average

2,699

2.46%

2.28%

108

About average for the state

2,509

2.28%

1.15%

199

Well above the state average

2,317

2.11%

1.70%

124

Somewhat above the state average

2,049

1.87%

4.36%

43

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite

Well below the state average
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INSITE #11: CHARITABLE GIVING PRACTICES
Charitable giving practices data provide three perspectives about
giving in the study area. First, they indicate how extensive giving
is within a study area by showing the percentage of households
that are likely to contribute $200 or more dollars per year to
charitable causes.
Second, they project the direction of giving. Giving data is
provided across 10 sectors of charity giving. Each community
has its own distinctive pattern.

Hholds

Summary of Charitable Contribution Findings:
Overall, it is estimated that households in this study area are
somewhat above the state average in their contributions to
charities.

As the table is studied look at two factors; the number of people or
households and the index. The first will provide a sense of the
number strength in the study area. The second shows how giving to
one of the 10 charitable targets compares to the state. Any “index”
over 100 means the study area gives more to a charitable target
than is true for the state as a whole.

To make the interpretation of this easier, the following table is
sorted by Index. However, be sure to look at the “% of Households”
column. A particular charitable sector may have a low index but
still a larger percentage than some other of the 10 sectors
represented here.

Finally, they show how the study area gives across the 10
sectors in comparison to the state of MICHIGAN. An area may
contribute modestly to a charitable sector in terms of actual
projected households but it may be well above the state-wide
average for such giving.

Charitable Contributions Last Yr: $200 Or More
Social Services/Welfare-$200 Or More
Public Television-$200 Or More
Political Organization-$200 Or More
Education-$200 Or More
Private Foundation-$200 Or More
Other-$200 Or More
Environmental-$200 Or More
Religious-$200 Or More
Public Radio-$200 Or More
Health-$200 Or More

Interpreting the Table

9,284
708
971
4,771
4,173
5,960
944
26,897
429
4,057

% of HH
8.5%
0.6%
0.9%
4.4%
3.8%
5.4%
0.9%
24.6%
0.4%
3.7%

Index

Interpretation
138
128
119
113
110
108
108
106
101
98

Well above the state ave.
Well above the state ave.
Somewhat above the state ave.
Somewhat above the state ave.
About average for the state.
About average for the state.
About average for the state.
About average for the state.
About average for the state.
About average for the state.

More specific findings include:
The number of charitable sectors where giving is well above the
state average: 2.
The number of charitable sectors where giving is somewhat below
the state average: 0.
The number of charitable sectors where giving is well below the
state average: 0.

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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INSITE #12: RELIGIOUS PROGRAM OR MINISTRY PREFERENCES
This information is from the recent survey conducted by MissionInsite of US Religious Preferences, Practices and Beliefs called the Quadrennium Project.
While general religious data is available through various organizations, only MissionInsite can provide local geography projections that are current. The
complete survey results are available in the Predesigned Quad Report. The Quadrennium White Paper is available on the web site.
Study Area
Modestly
Important

Personal Growth

US Average

Very
Important

Comparative Index

Modestly Very
Important Important

Modestly
Very
Important Important

32.6%

7.6%

32.6%

9.0%

100

84

Addiction support groups

26.1%

8.6%

26.9%

10.0%

97

86

Health/weight loss programs

35.1%

7.5%

33.9%

9.1%

103

82

Practical training seminars

36.5%

6.7%

37.1%

8.0%

98

84

36.2%

12.8%

35.0%

14.8%

103

87

Daycare/After-School Programs

25.0%

8.5%

24.3%

10.6%

103

80

Crisis support groups

42.5%

12.3%

41.7%

14.3%

102

86

Family oriented activities

40.6%

22.1%

39.5%

24.0%

103

92

Marriage enrichment

37.3%

12.0%

35.3%

13.7%

106

87

Parenting development

30.7%

10.2%

29.6%

11.7%

104

87

Personal/family counseling

40.8%

12.0%

39.6%

14.2%

103

84

48.7%

15.1%

47.7%

16.1%

102

94

Adult social activities

53.4%

15.3%

51.8%

17.0%

103

90

Involvement in social causes

48.6%

14.9%

48.6%

15.5%

100

96

Social justice advocacy work

40.3%

10.5%

39.3%

11.6%

103

91

Opportunities for volunteering in the community

52.3%

19.9%

51.1%

20.4%

102

97

42.7%

15.2%

42.3%

16.6%

101

92

Cultural programs (music, drama, art)

43.6%

11.7%

45.2%

12.8%

96

91

Holiday programs/activities

49.5%

17.0%

49.0%

18.0%

101

95

Seniors/retiree activities

43.1%

15.5%

41.8%

16.7%

103

93

Youth social activities

34.5%

16.7%

33.0%

18.8%

104

89

Family Support and Intervention Services

Community Involvement and Advocacy Programs

Community Activities or Cultural Programs

Religious/Spiritual Programs

35.4%

17.7%

34.2%

19.0%

103

93

Alternative spiritual practices (meditation, yoga,
etc.)

27.4%

6.7%

28.2%

8.0%

97

84

Bible or Scripture study/prayer groups

34.7%

18.6%

32.5%

21.6%

107

86

Christian education for children

29.9%

21.3%

27.8%

22.0%

108

97

Contemporary worship services

42.2%

16.7%

40.2%

17.0%

105

98

Spiritual discussion groups

41.0%

13.2%

40.1%

15.0%

102

88

Traditional worship services

37.2%

29.8%

36.8%

30.3%

101

98

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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Supporting Information
Interpreting the Report
The ExecutiveInsite report is designed for easy
reading. But there are several tools provided in the tables
that make this easier.
Change over time: Several trend tables have a column
indicating a change over time. Generally these tables
begin with the last census, include the current year
estimate, a five year projection and if available, a 10 year
forecast. The data in each cell represents a percentage
change up or down.
Color Coding: Both the "Change over Time" and
"Comparative Indexes" columns are color coded to easily
spot any change and the direction of that change.
Change:
Index:

Increasing

Stable

Declining

Above Ave

Ave

Below Ave.

Indexes: Some variables will have a column called
"Comparative Index." An index is an easy way
to
compare a study area with a larger area. For this report,
all comparisons are with the state or states within which
the study area falls. The indexes can be interpreted as follows.

• Indexes of 100 mean the study area variable is the
same as its base area.
• Indexes greater than 100 mean the study area variable
is above the base area. The higher the number, the greater
it is above the base.
• Indexes less than 100 mean the study area variable is
below the base area. The lower the number, the greater
it is below the base.

Variable Definitions

Support

Full variable definitions can be found in the MI
Demographic Reference Guide. Download it free fro
m the Help/Documents menu located on the map screen
of your study area on the MissionInsite website.

If you need support with this report, please email MissionInsite
at misupport@missioninsite.com.

Sources: US Census Bureau, Synergos Technologies Inc., Experian, DecisionInsite/MissionInsite
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